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BUT NOT VERACITY
Jerome Scores Point With Mrs.
Thaw's Diary
Examination of Lawyer Abe Rummell
Boots Prosecution Nothing
This Morning.
OBJECTIONS ARE SUSTAINED
New York, Feb. 26.—The first
witness in the Thaw trial today was
Abe .Hummell, the disbarred attor-
ney, whom Jerome convicted some-
time ago of perjury, in the Dodge-
Morse divorce case. After a few pre-
liminary questions, Jerome handed
the witness a photographic copy of
an affidavit Evelyn Thaw Is alleged
to have made in HummeLes office,
telling of Thaw's alleged cruelties to
her while they were traveling in Eu-
rope and exonerating White. Evelyn
testified yesterday that she did not
make the statement, but heard Hum-
mel); dictate them to a stenographer.
Delmas piled objection after objec-
tion in the prosecutor's path, which
Justice Fitzgerald sustained. Hum.
melt then withdrew from vbg bbbg
mell was then "withdrawn from the
stand.
MORE.
Mrs. Thaw on Stand.
Evelyn Thaw was recaleed and
when Jerome had concluded his cross-
examinatibn at 11:4ft o'ciock she was
smiling, confident and kin fighting.
At the finish the prosecutor struck
probably the most effective blow at
the girl when he introduced her diary,
while at sclera' at Pompton. In the
diary were jesting remarks about her
"Virtuous Whitebed" and "Weak-
ness for Rector's, wheel she knew wee
not a proper place for a young girl to
go."
The was read to the jury. If Jer-
ome's attack haa found a weak spot
it ha e been in her character, rather
than voracity. At the afternoon see-
elon Evelyn was recalled by the state.
GIANT ICICLE CAUS1E8 A PANIC.
Crashers Through Skylight, Frightens
People and Injures Two, •
New York, Feb. 116.—While sixteen
families in the Sterling place apart-
ment house, Brooklyn, were at lunch-
eon today they were thrown Into a
panic when an icicle twenty feet long
and five feet thick crashed through
the skylight. Florence Woods, a
servant, was standing under the sky--
eight and she was hit on the head
and knocked senseless. She suffered
Injuries on the back, abrasions of
the face and hands and cuts on the
head and her condition Is serious.
Cora Walker, another servant, es-
caped with slight cuts on the hands.
The huge Icicle fel from the roof of
the house four stories high.
AGED WOMAN FALLS
AND BREAKS HER' ARM
•
Mrs. M. H. Rohm fell yesterday
mornin at the home of her nephew,
Mr. C. F. Rieke. 528 Kentucky ave-
nue and broke the small bone of her
left arm. Her niece Mrs. Charles
Trueheart of Louisville arrived last
evening, coming as .soon as she heard
of the accident. Mm. Rohm is resting
very comfortably today. She celebra-
ted her sr,th birthday on February 2,
and is remarkably active .She has a
wide circle of friends in Paducah
Who will rejoice that the accident
was not more serious.
Pleads Not Guilty.
Washington, Feb. 26.— Mr's, Anna
Bradley, indicted for murder in the
first degree for the alleged killing of
former Senator Arthur M. Brown of
Utah, was arraigned before Judge
Stafford In the criminal court here
today. Mrs. Bradley Is evidently suf-
fering from her confinement, as she
was very nervous. The Indictment
was read to her and she pleaded not
guilty. No time was set for the trial
ot the rate and she was remanded.
Judge Wofford Dead.
Kansise City, Mu,, Feb. 26.—John
W. Wofford, judge of the criminal'
ceert, noted for his quaint illieneophy
died today, aged 60 yearsi. He held
that a wife had a right to "go through
her husband's pleckets," *tying that
where a man married be Conferred tiles
' eprertigative upon his wife. He served
with, dlatinetion in the Confederate
army in a Georgia regiment.
New South Wallet paid $3,500,000
HONOR FOR 11,(X)SEVE'LT.
London, Feb. 26.—Aecording
to advices received here Presi-
dent Roosevelt is shortly to re-
ceive an autograph letter confer-
ring a, royal order upon him
from King Menelik, of Abyre
Y. W. C. A. FIRE.
Detroit, Feb. 26.—The Young
Women's' Christian Association
building erected a year ago at a
cost of 5100,000 was badly
damaged by' lire this morning.
CHILD SUICIDE.
Chicago, Feb. 26.—timarting
under reprimands of a teacher,
who mistook his gensithenesm for
obstinacy, and 'deeply grieved at
the gibes of his trehoolmates, Paul
Berak, 14 years old, killed him-
self after writing two notes in
the Hungarian language, explain-
ing his intention to commit sue
ckle and giving instructions for
the disposal of his body. He
fired a bullet through his brains.
SACRA ON TRIAL.
Russellville, Ky., Feb. 26.—
John Sacra, who has been in jail
at Bowling Green for safe keep-
ing was placed on trial for the
second time today on the charge
of being one of four men, who
assaulted Mary Gladder, a Ger-
man girl. The jury la being se-
lected. During the former
trial the jail was attacked by a
mob and Seers was shot. He
was given the death !sentence but
the court of appeals granted a
new trial on account of the mob.
The two Seems' alleged accom-
plices are Fletcher and Lyons,
who were hanged last week.
MAIL ROBBERY.
Mt. Sterling, Feb. 26.—Depu-
ty Marshal Jackson arrested
Thomas Pettit, of Powell county
on the charge of attempting to
rob the mails And brought him
here.. It is charged that Pettit
attacked and badly beat Carrier
Henry Stevens.
DRAMATIC SUICIDE.
New York, Feb. 20.--ejles
ry boat, neared the dock of Long
Island City today, a well-dressed
woman, uttering piercing
screams, jumped into the water
and disappeared under the ice.
Fully a thousand pasengers e-it-
n Caged the .suivide.
POISONER CHARGED.
Chicago, Feb. W.—The grand
Jury has voted six trite bills,
charging murder against Herman
BMA. a fortune teller, in con-
nection with the deaths of six
members of the family of Mar-
tin Vrzal. The indietnients
charge death by poisoning.
ALL BIDS OFF.
Washington, Feb. 26.— The
administration hate decided not
to accept any bids for the con-
struction of the Panama canal
by contract.
GRAIN MARKET. •
Cincinnati. Feb. 26. Wheat,
$O; corn, 50; oats, 45.
GLASS PLANT.•
Contract for Buildings Let to George
Ingram.
Harry Finley has awarded to Geo.
Ingram a contract to erect eight
b u led I ngs on the MeK I n n ey Veneer
and Packing company property, re-
cently purohaeed for a site for the
glass plant, at a cost of $1,0,004. The
buildings will he 7`Rxele. 78x0e. 12x
24), 42x41. 36x3.0. ,50x22. One will
be a brick builditig for holding the
crucible for melting glass The work
will start at once.
LOOKS AT VICTIM
BEFORE ESCAPING
Stoner Ferguson Went to the
House Where Morris Died
Changed His Coat and Hat At Home
and Went Out, Followed By
His Son.
*
W'REREABOUT$ ARE UNKNOWN
Stonewall J. Ferguson, after fatal-
ly stabbing AugustusMorris at Camp-
bell and Eighth streets Sunday even-
ing ,immediately went to his home,
changed his coat and hat and in com-
pany with his son returned to the
home of May Gordon in time to see
his victim placed in the wagon and
taken to the undertakers. After this
he disappeared.
The fact that Ferguson returned
home and later confirmed his suspi-
cions of the fatal results of his at-
tack on Young Morris is not denied,
the statement coming directly from
one of the family. The family, howev-
er, did not know that he had com-
mitted any crime. It is further stated
that the reason the son accompanied,
or rather followed him, is that the
father appeared not to be 'filmset?:
and his speedy departure aroused
suspicion.
To a friend one of Ferguson's sons
stated yesterday afternoon that his
father entered the house excitedly,
took off his coat and hat and mak-
ing a quick change started out again.
The boy followed and declared his
father was present at the house when
the dead body of young Morris was
placed in the ambulance to be con-
veyed away.
This is as much as can be learned
of Ferguson's actions immediately
following the killing. The report
that he was seen at Potter and Alex-
ander's grocery store a few doors
ram the May Gordon home, follow-
ing the departure of undertakers
with the body, could not be conlirm-
ed.
Friends of Ferguson who have
grown up with him believe he will
return and surrender when excite-
ment dies out, hut state it Is their
opinion that he has left the city. Va-
rious reports have been in circula-
tion regarding his temperament, but
his friends know him as a peaceable,
law-abiding citizen, and attribute his
ice to temporary derangement caus-
ed by drink.
Victim's Funeral.
This morning at 7:50 o'clock the
body of Augustus Morris was taken
to Calvert City on the Fuleon-Louls-
vele Illinois Central accommodation
train, and this afternoon at 1:34)
o'clock burled in the Calvert City
cemetery. The Rev. D. M. Green, a
Baptist minister officiated. Those
who went to Calvert City this morn-
ing to attend the funeral are N. M.
and J. B. Morris, brothers; Mrs.
Myrtle Dunne.M1sses Mageie Morri-
son and Arizona Blackburn, Masers.
James Ward, Aaron Hurley and MI-
lam Lander. A sister remained at the
bedside of the father, whose condi-
tion is considered hopeless, the pa-
tient having been unconscious five
days of pneumonia.
A New Grandeon.
James Divinle returned Monday
from Paducah, where he and he wife
went to see a new grandson that had
been horn to their daughter, Mee
Herman Divine. Mrs. Divine, will re-
main for several days yet. Jim is
stepping around like a real young
grandpa—Mayfield tfesseeger.
Railroads May be Affected
Like Insurance Companies
TWO OHNT FARE.
Springfield, Ill., Pet,. 26.---A
halt was calkel on the two cent
Messenger fare hill by the legis-
lature and will not become a law
unieea all its itrovisione are pro-
nounced constitutional by (ompe-
tent authority.
There Is only one kind of a
newspaper circulation statement
Mai le worth any rottelderatkie
and thet Is the daily detailed
statement. The Sun is the only
Peduceh paper printing such a
eratemenL
New York, Feb. 26—The inter-
state commerce commission In in-
vestigating the Harriman railway
Sites, threatens 'the same effect an
railway interests as the Armstrong
inquiry had on the 'inaunance com-
panies two years ago. %sal) Onset re-
flects the situation today in quoting
gilt, edged stocks at record tow
Prices!. Even Chicago, Milwaukee &
St Paul stock, welcia. sold at iiie
hese fall is donw t,o 141%. although
Ele, Nut li.nekedieseetie- Involved in
the Harriman exposure. The fectuth-
sett Pacific, a Burris= line, is sell-
ing at 91 the lowest price of /the
year. -
tV
KEEPING WARM WITHOUT FEL IN THE NORTHWEST.
!RI
aot,
essaloir 
cafar=e'
—McWhorter in St. Paul Dispatch.
DEFICIT CAUSED
BY WORK ON ROADS
Funds of County Lack $25,-
000 of Enough to. Cover Ex-
penses Incurred Dnring Cal-
endar Year
JUDGE IJOH71KIOT EXPLAINS.
Because of tee eetellitialet• wCfek WI
gravel roads in eteeiraettent county to
keep them in good repair, the county
road funds show a deficit of e.25,05W
This is for work done on the roads
late year, and the fact that compere-
tively damage was done to them by
the frequent loins of a few weeks ago
shows the wor kto have been well
done.
"The money is what we had to bor-
ro win do the work." Judge Lightfoot
explained, "as we had no money in
the road fund at the rime."
Judge Lightfoot is a strong advo-
cate of a bond issue for county road
improvements, and has' been progres-
sive coneteutiy in ales respect. He
has mesa instruments): in securing
some of the biggest improvements
the county has had in years.
I. C. WILL SPEND
MANY MILLIONS
New Orleans, Feb. 26.—Announce-
ment of many million dollars worth
of contemelated Improvements by
the Illinois Central Was made here
'today by President Harahan. He said
the road will immediately purchase
3,500 freight ears at a cost of $4,-
3•001;e0so and in addition 5.0 locomo-
tives. The cars to he furnished by
November next, and t'he engines by
October.
BOY AND DOG WERE LOOT
AND DON'T tiltIESCTO CARE
Giving his name as Jimmy Lane,
of parentage, age and residence un-
known, a mite) boy with big blue
eyes and rosy cheeks, Wading a email
black dog with a small string, sat
nonchalantly in a chair in pollee
headquurters for an hour, awaiting
identification. He doesn't care. He
says his father is a railroader. He
was heard of on Clay street, then
Fourth and Jackeon streets. A wo-
man washed him and fed him there
at. neon. A young man carried him
to the police station. A telephone
eat] revealed the child's identity as
the son of John Lane, Tenth an4 Cliay
streets.
DOUBLE THE CAPACITY
OF BAPTIST MISSION.
To aceommodate the growth in
the _fitinsfey meson. turd (+nettle plane
have been drawn and the coneract let
to double the building of the Twelfth
street Baptist meation. It Is expeeted
to have the additem completed in
three weeks. The Sunday school now
Its* 140 members and the present
buiiditrg has grown too smell.
ODD FELLOWS GO
SLOW IN SEARCH
Might Close Deal for Building
Susceptible of Alteration to
Suit Needs of Order---Might
Build Home
DEStRE SITE NEAR BROADWAY.
Ontiona -have been secured-bee
Odd Feleows on several Broadway
properties with the view of purchas-
ing a home for the order. If they can
find a building which suits their pur-
pose, the fact that It Is ready up
would be rather favorable to its pur-
chase. There is a strong inclination
among the members to have the
home of the lodge on some side street
not more than a square from Broad-
way. In that event the noise of the
principal thoeoughfare would be
avoided and the advantages of a
central location still retained.
The Odd Fellows also have options
on several lots adjacent to BroadwaY,
which would be suitable for building
purposes. If it is decided to build a
new home, it will be several months
at the least before actual construc-
tion is tinder way. A ready built
home would have to be eufficiently
large for the lodge hall and capable,
of being reconstructed to snit the
lodge's particular needs. Having
made a year's lease of the Knight's
of Pythias' hall the Odd Fellows will
go about getting a home of their own
in a leisurely manner.
FRANK DISCUSSION.
Of Expenses of Riverside Hospital
Will Be Indulged
Mayor Yelser probably will call
the board of trustees of the River-
side hosopital together tomorrow to
reorganize. Mayor Yeiser and Presi-
dent Palmer, of the hoard of al-
dermen and President Lindsey, of
the board of councilmen, are ex-of-
firio members. The election in the
general council and consequent
change of offIcers, necessitates reor-
ganization of the board. It is under-
stood that frank consideration of
the matter of trimming expenses of
the institution will follow immedi-
ately on reorganization.
SHERIFF arm QUIETUS
PROM 'STATE AUDITOR.
Attorney D. H. Hughes received a
message them morning from Sheriff
John W. Ogilvie in which he stated
that a settlement had been made with
the state for the McCracken count,'
taxes. Not a hitch occurred in bal-
ancing his books with thoee ou the
slate.
THEtIS CANDIDATIee OUT s
F'0111 CITY ATTOIIINEISEW
Afttorhey Frank A. Lucas has form-
ally announced fOr city attdrney.
Is a well; known young attorney, for
)'ears a state auditor's agent, and will
make a hard race. Other candidates
are A. L. Herein' and John Miner.Jr. r
PET DOG AROUSES
MASTER'S FAMILY
Residence of Mr. George Rip-
ley. Jr.. 814 Madison Street
Saved by Faithful Animal
From Fire
RESULTING DAMAGE SLIGHT.
aed be the Peraisteals Nell!
and scratching against the front
door by his dog, Mr. George Ripley,
Jr., of S14 Madison street got out of
bed to quiet the dog last night at
10:34 o'clock and found the rear of
his residence in flames. The dog
stays in the back yard and it is sup-
posed that his Instinct told him that
something was wrong as he went to
the front porch and remained there
barking and scratching against the
door until Mr. Ripley came.
Fire companies Nos. 1 and 3 re-
sponded to the alarm and th.e blaze
was extinguished after it had done
Seel) damage to the house and several
hundred dollars damage to the furn-
iture. The fire Retried in the kitchen
flue and had made good headway be-
fore the tamely was aroused by the
dog. The furniture was partly in-
sured and the house owned by Capt.
Owen, of the Bettie Owen, was in-
sured.
BURNED BY METAL.
Luther Long Receives Injuries At I.
C. Shops.
Molten babliit metal badly burned
Luther Long" young tinner employ-
ed in the Illinois Central shops, yes-
terday afternoon. So thick did the
flying metal spread that it stuck in
great lumps in his hair, and had to
be cut out with scissors. Long was
pouring metal into a journal box
brass. In some way water had gotten
Into the cavities, and when the hot
metal hit it. an explosion occurred
and forced the metal into his face.
His cheeks and neck were burned,
his. eye-brows and lashes singed and
painful burns inflicted generally on
his face and head.
WOMAN SEEMS DEMENTED;
POLICEMEN TAKE CHARGE
Mary Montgomery, colored, was
arrested near Nineteenth street and
Broadway last night by Patrolmen
Moore and Long on suspicion of in-
sanity. She entered the residence of
Mr. Fed Nance and was driven ant.
She later Was discovered attempting
to enter another residence nearby.
The policemen answered a hurried
summons and brought her to the
station. She is being held pending a
examinat 1011. 2/
W'EtTHNn — Ibulum tonight
probahl) turning to a . ed-
seaday colder. Highest tempera
titre yesterday, gee lowest to-
day, 40.
BUDGET FIGURES
ARE PRETTY HIGH
When Estimated Income Is
Taken Into Consideration
This Year
OVER TWO, THOUSAND SHORT
Anticipation of Half Million tnereese
in Assessment Was Too
Ambitious,
FINANCE 00M.MITTEE TO MEET
Based on collections for last year,
the most accurate system of estimat-
ing it, the income of the city this
year will fall short $2,549.15 of cov-
ering the budget, Which was prepared
by the general council In anticipation
of more than a half million increase
in the assessment, The half million
fell off $50,000, including estimated
railroad assessment. which will be
made out by the state authorities
and paid the following year. The as-
sesment this year, which includes
the estimated railroad assessment,
is $10,850,599, as compared with
$10.401,226 last year, an increase of
$449,373.
Last year the income was $228,-
361.67, of which $148,384.15 was
raised by property tax and $79,977.52
from all other sources. including
police court, Riverside hospital,
markets, scales, wharf, cemetery and
licenses. In Ledington and other
second class cities the revenue for
the year is estimated by itt ultiplying
the assessment by the tax rate and
dedueteug 19_ .per
quents errors and double assess-
ments,to the results of whiehis addel
collections from all other sources.
Paducales Method.
City Auditor Alex Kirkland has a
more accurate basis. He takes the
collections for the receding year
for his basis, presuming that tee
taxes collected last year will
be collected this year, and
that in the matter of li-
cense and all sources of Income
other than taxes, the growth of the
city and consequent increase will
cover whatever items are haste--
Figuring for the benefit of the
finance committee at the beginning
of the year, assuming on suggestion
that the increase in property valu-
ation would be $500,000,he gave the
city an estimated income of $255,.
634.1e. The assessment fell short
of this estimate $50,000, reductng
the estimate to $254,7e9.15. The
beidget calls for $257,258, leaving an
apparent deficit of $2,548.85.
The estimate is made in this wisee
The income from property tax at
the rate of $1.65 on the $100 last
year was *148,384.15. At the rate Of
(Continued on page tour.)
11()NEYARI)C1NDIDATE.
Humane Officer Sanders Cannot Find
Owner,
Thomas Sanders. humane
this morning found a Imre
eandelate for the boneyard.
officer,
enough
It was
a bores ready to fall down from 'tare-
neon. and so sore %ere his hoofs from
going unshod that it limped painful/1
along Broadway pulling a heavy
farm vsagon.
"Two negro boys were driving him
and I asked them whose it was," offi-
cer Sanders explained. "They said it
belonged to a farmer of the county,
and I telephoned him. He declared
that It beketeed to the rtegroce, and
when I returned to the boys they
were equally as positive It belonged
to the man. I ordered it out of har-
ness and sill moiler:it* If I flnd it
being dsiven again until In better
condition.
1
(X)NINIER11.1I, CLUB MEETS
AT CITY RAU. TONIGHT
le 1.401
All interested elemett. alto invited
to attend the big' open meeting of
the Commercial elite in the council
coauthor of the city hall tonight,
when enbjecta of civic and commer-
cial interest will he deteussed. 'Hon,
Marla. K. Wheeler ind Hon. 'Hal S.
Corbett are down for addressee. Tbe
rout/tinder nes the evening Ira be
given over to owl,
4ct
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TUESDAY NIGHT, FEB. 26
Jos. M. (,aites Presents Sydney Rosenfeld's Big Sensational Sue-
"THE VANDERBILT CUP"
The Two Mile a Minute Automobile Musical Comedy.
Lyrics By Raymond Peek. Music By Robert Hood Bowers.
- 4114`setv'
Cast of
Sixty and
The Song Hits Have Won Instant
Favor and You'll Soon Be Whistling
" The Little Chaffeur", "Somewhere
M the World", "My House Boat
Beau", 'The Light That Lies in
Girlish Eyes"--and twenty others.
Barney Oldfield's Great Automobile Racing Effect, showing two
monster racing cars traveling at a rate of one hundred miles an
hour.
Special for Eddie ?Cannon" Bald, the Famous Long-Distance Dri-
ver, and Harry Fowler, wilt driee the • Pope-Toledo, 11041. P.
Racing Machine brought direct from the Long Island Cup Conroe
for "The Vanderbilt Cup" race in the second act, the -greatest el.
feet ever seen On the stage, far surpassing The Famous Chariot
Race in "Ben Hur."
Prices-25, 35, 50, 75c, $1.00aad $1.50. Seats on sale Monday
9 a. m.
TODAY'S MARKETS
Lettuce  Sc bunch.
Parsnips  5c quart.
Turnips  10c gal.
Sweet, potatoes  60c bu.
Irish potatoes  75c bu.
Sassafras  Sc bunch.
Young onions  2 bunches 5c.
Greens ........ 10c bunch.
Beets  .,., 2 bunches 16c
Radishes  2 bunches 16c.
Celery  75c doz.
Strawberries  20e box.
Grape fruit  3 for 26c.
Bananas  10c doz.
Oranges  20c dos,
Aliples  25c peck.
Chickens  35c to 76e.
Turkeys  10c lb.
Rabbits  10c each.
Eggs  25c doz.
Butter  25c lb.
Ham  17c lb.
Sausage  Dc lb.
Lard  12c lb.
When your son is idle, you can at
least feel sure that he is not doing
something you':1 have to explain
abut to the neighbors.
Cbelientuelty
BOTH PHONES 548.
Matinee and Night
SATURDAY, Narch 2
THE BIG
Melo-Dramic Feast.
A New and Modern Stags Story
James Boys in Missouri
A romantic Love Tale
Also Embodying Sensation Features
and Situations of Intense Interest
A NEW PLAY
Exploiting the Most Thrilling Hap-
penings Indulged in by these Femous
et 
Brothers.
TEE GREAT "BLUE cur. TRAIN
At)nuEnv.
As It Actually Occured Sept. 7, 1801.
The most natural' train effect ever
) produced.
A Marvel In Scenic Splendor /Ind
Maselvenesss-Every Act Superbly
Mounted.
A CAST Of' STERLING WORTH
Pathos and Comedy Cleverly Com-
bined.
Prices, matinee, children 10e,
adults 25c.
Night prices-25c, 3e and 50c.
Soul Satisfying.
Fieurette!
You bet
That name was made for rbyrning,
It :starts
Our hearts
Like silver bells, to chiming.
Fleurette!
0. let
Us feast upon the manna. •
We gag
At "Mag"
Aad. care not much for "Hannah."
-Washington Herald.
PRAY FOR LOCAL OPTION BILL.
Supplications Raised Front Pulpits
and Homes .til Over Illinois.
Springfield, Ill., Feb. e6.-Prayers
were offered from pulpits throughout
Ellnois Sunday in behalf of the local
option bill, while in thousands of
homes supplications were raised from
family Altars that the legislature
might pass the temperance measure.
In arranging the "day of prayer"
the officials of the Anti-Saloon league
sent letters to 2,700 ministers urging
them to ask members of their congre-
gations to direct their private devo-
tions toward the state house at Spring
fitOd and thetriselves to hold special
prayer services during the day at the
churches.
The /league officials report that the
observance of the day of prayer has
been general, adding their belief that
it will be of efficacy in securing the
passage of the Meal °Mien hill. Even
without the prayers the league offi-
cials ,assert that the campaign they
have made for the past two years--
ever since the last b1:1 was defeated
in 1905-has success in idght, and
they intimate that the supplications
are made to make the passage of the
act a cinch. By some of the minis-
ters, former Judge Ethridge Hanky,
of Chicago, and others, who appeared
last week in defense of the "demon
rum," were made the subjects of
particularly fervent epliftings of the
spirit.
Both friends and fees of the MX
appear this week for Jinn.: hearings
before the hotee judiciary committee,
after which the measure will be put
through the usual prowl_ This time
(We chances are that r'111 emerge
in almost its original form.
•
•
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
Tablets. Druggists refund money if
It fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
signature is on each box. 25e.
Love is a soft of fever, and mar-
riage Es often tae only sure care for
IL
Subscribe for The Sue.
THE KENTUCKY
BOTHWednesdT 
PHONES
 Night,  8i Feb. 27
The Donna Seymour Musical
Comedy Co.At, .#
The Musical satiriu
BLUE BEARD, JR.
1111
HANS REIG AND DONNA SEYMOUR
A Beauty Chprne of
40 LADIES 40
The original production as played at the Iroquois - theater
when the terrible disaster in which the theater was burned,. 0,
cue red
Prices-22k.. 35c, 30c, Ilk and $1.00
Seats on sale Tuesday 9 a. m.
ram .ibliodbot falbsegibe
THEATRICAL NOTES
PRIMMW.
AT THE KENTUCKY.
Tuesday Night-"The Vanderbilt
Cup."
Mediu-Islay Night-"Bluc Beard."
Saturday Matinee and NIght-"Janies
Boys in Missouri."
Sousa's Latest.
Real opera with a full orchestra, a
cast of trained principals with repu-
tations, and a singing chores, and
above al1. a new piece, glieced the
theatrical situation in Paducan, when
Sousa's latest, "The Free Lance"
with Joe Cawthorne, Jeanette Lowrie
and Nela Bergen in the leading roles,
was presented last night at The Ken-
tucky. Sousa has written better
operas and there have been many
more tuneful scores heard In past
mewing, but 'that avails its nothing;
because the dearth of really ambiti-
ous musical pieces on the road leaves
most cities without anything with
whkh to compare it when "The Free
Lance" makes a visit, The audience
last night was delighted; first with
the music; then with the scene, and
last and all the time with the work
of the company. Of course, there
is one big march, "On to Victory!"
and it has•the Sousa swing, with the
shriek of reed instruments and the
crash of drums that give the thrill
that only Sousa understands-.
Every number made a hit, because
it was of high order and well render-
ed; but among the more catchy ones
are: "The Mystery of History," "The
Goose Girl," "On to Victory." and "I
Do It All by Proxy."
Besides the three, whose names are
best known to theatergoers, George
Schiller and Albert Hart, as the em-
peror of Braggadocia and Duke of
drafttana, respectively, leave noth-
ing to be desired in their parts, while
George Tatman, tenor, as the son of
the duke, and Yolande's Incognito
lover, adds to the effort with his phy-
sical appearance and high voice. The
chorus composed of good singers.
Sousa is the "Marth King," and he
is at his best In the military numbers.
Dreamy love songs with waltz cho-
ruses are beyond Wird; 'add "The Free
Lance." like most Of hie operas, is
!thy of the kind of numbers the gallery
whistles.
The book of "The Free Lance," by
Harry B. Smith is as bright as wculd
...be expected.
---
"Vanderbilt Cup" Tonight.
An attraction which the manage-
meat of The Kentucky regards as one
of the most important of the !wet-era
season. "The Vanderbilt Cep," will be
seen here tonight. This magnificent
Production which has established it-
self as the greatest sumer, New York
has known in rearw,•11112eletech made
the enviable reeeedialltiENIMMontlit on
Broadway at one theater, will be seen
with all its sealth of scenic effect, a
coe•petees, anti reuetble company. and
the famous automobile race between
two high-power ears, which is her-
alded as the most thrilling stage spec-
tacle that h-as been given to the pub-
lic in many' years The play is spoken
of as the very first of the real auto-
mobile plays. and It is said to con-
Vey the very atmosphere of this moat
fascinating of modern terms of sport
in leech a subtile way that the auditor
is carried almost unconsciously into
the rollicking spirit of autemobllia.
The humor song and story are so well
and so acceptably tied, and the com-
edy is 90 up-to-date and infectious,
tleat the play has won golden opin-
ions wherever it Itrus been seen.
Two of Mr. Herbert Wallerstelne
compositions wel1 be rung by princi-
pals tonlehiS 
,
After a. long rest "The lianderbllt
Cup" company should give Paducah
an extra good performance tonight.
The Cairo Bulletin eays:
"Big Four passenger train No. 3
doe to arrive here at nom did not
come until nearlyt8 o'clock last eve-
ning, the delay being occasioned by a
freight wreck at Vienna. The theat-
rical company lichee) wes to present
'The Vanderbilt CIO' at the eteere
house last night, owing to the late
arrival here and the time necessary
to transfer scenery to the theater did
not put on the play and many theater-
goers were disappointed to miss the
performance of one of the hest at-
tractions achedttled for Cairo Ithis
season."
"Blue Beard" Wednesday.
Around the performance of "Blue
Beard," which will be presented here
tomorrow night, cluster a lot of rem-
Initteencee not aleogether histrionic.
This Is the piece whict was pitying
at the Iroquois theater in Chime)
when fire broke out reeethe matinee
and nearly tile whole audience was
consumed in the flames. Tbeiummsc
was ,packed then as It was 04 during
"Blue Beard's". Chic-ago engagement,
clutch ended on that le-fated day.
"Bete n,hrd" is an tertravaganee.
abounding In gorgeous waneref and
beantittil -41111 a here Here
rave and catchy mnsical numbers. It
is on elatiorate production.
' James Boys,
There is always something refine-
, eau) about bighwayteen and that is year the
fleas is cadg-
ed by the
a t o ni a c h .
After I as-
sured thee]
that my medi-
cine did noth-
ing but put
the stomach in
shape and
tney had spent
a day listen-
ing to what
people who
railed on me had to say, they had to
agree with me. They heard Peetee
tome in and tell me that for years
they had been near the grave with
bright's disease, or lung trouble, or
kidney complaint and all manuer of
diseases and that the Ne wDiscovery
had cured them. Of course these
people were mistaken, it was nothing
but their stomachs. As a matter of
fact when the stomach gives out most
everything else is throwu out of order
too.
When a person feels tired and.dull
and despondent, is loosing flesh and
don't sleep well, has a poor memory,
a bad taste in the mouth, a coated
tongue, and other troubles he's liable
to believe a -lot of things are the
matter with him. Nine chances to
one it's his stomach. I've seen Coop-
er's New Discovery' bring back health
to too many people in just this shape
to believe anything else. Here's a
letter about it:
"I suffered for a long time with-
out knowing just what was the mat-
ter with me. I seldom felt like eat-
ing. I lost greatly in weight. My
digestion was extremely poor and
where I did eat I invariably suffered
afterward. I was constipated and
frequeutly suffered from nerve rack-
ing, violent headaches. When I
heard of what the Cooper remedies
were doing for ethers I resolved to
try them." ,
"Relief came with the first bottle.
My appetite and digestion improved
rapidly. I am no longer constipated
nor do I have those dreadful head-
aches. I sleep well and ale gaining
flesh.•" C. H. Powell, 13 Harrison
Addition. Duluth, Min.
SHORT TALKS BY
L. T. COOPER.
NI)
a :ea
some
THE STOMACH
but peoples' stomachs do MUse
of trouble. I offered to wager
doctor in St. Paul, MIS., that
1-2 of all sick
C. H. POWELL
We are selling immense quantities
of these medicines and our customers
express great iatisfaction.
W. B. WPISERSON.
probably the reason that they are of-
ten selected for the theme for stage
productions, but in "The James Boys
in Missouri," undoubtedly the best
drama built about the lives of these
famous bandits Is offered. Truth is
stranger thatt fiction and that is the
reason that incidents, historically
cisrreet, from the Rees of theft broth-
ers staged with wonderful effects con-
stitutes one of the most sensational
plays of the year. This production
Will appear here Saturday matinee
and night.
dtarwmowettete.w•w2,-.twe75wpep,s,
seeeeseriwaisselesteeeeesareesieses
RIVER NEWS
River Steam
Cairo   26.4 1.4 rise
Chattanooga .. 6.8 0.2 rise
Cincinnati .. .., 18.8 0.6 rise
Evansville .. 1.8 rise
Florence ,  4.2 0.5 rise
Johnsonselte 7.6 0.7 Mee
Louervele ..... . 7.3 0.5 'rise
Mt. Carmel   5.9 0.1 fall
NeahvIee  2333.8 rise
Pitteburg  1.9 0.6 rise
St. Louie  15.5 0.6 rise
Mt. Vernon le.) 0.5 rise
Paducah 18.3 0.7 rise
The Mississippi river has claimed
Capt. E. P. Grapevine. That Capt.
Grapevine, once a noted pilot and
Master. fell to his death from the
steamboat Frederick 111.1 in St Louis
Sunday his brother, Capt. W. II.
Grapevine, who is very well known,
does not; doubt.
Tracks In the snow on the gang
plank, one of them showing that a
feet had alliPPed, and a hawser dang-
ling at the beat's port bow are be-
lieved to Indicate that the old river
man fell into the water while at-
tempting to carry the line to shore.
For several years Capt. Grapevine
has been employed as watchman on
the Frederick Hill, a Missouri Pacific
transfer boat. For 2t8 y-ears he has
been in the Missouri Pacific service,
and at one time was muster of trans-
fer boats.
Cape Grapevine, Who was 65 years
old, came of a family we known in
the river trade. In bis younger days
he watt a 'pilot In the regular packet
trade.
Ile was 22 years old when the civil
War commenced au ll he was one of
several ife. Louis, pilotswho enlisted
in the United iliatiss army for the
dengerous service Of maintaining the
blockade In the lower MissetelPPI. In
liattle In the Red. Ritter he stuck
to his post until the wheel was car-
ried from his hands by a !solid shot
His wife died 17 veers ago. lie had
•no children.
• "leas contrary advice is received.
the Bettorff will arrive in the room
lug from Nashville and leave at noon
for Clarkeville.
Another rise of .7 was registered
In the Over tills morning, the stage
coming TIP to 18.3; Same date last
stage was e ,; ftaInfail sae
.44.1 inches with prospects of more.
From now on through March uneet-
toed weather is expected. Businses
at the wharf is fair .
elobert Moore and Wiliam Polsteu
left yesterday by rail for New Orleans
%here they sill ship on ocean going
vessels. Moore was engineer on the
Lyda here for several years and P01-
ten came here recently from San
Francisco, where he was an engineer
on a sea vessel. The -engineers put
him on to liver ways while he
was here and the two young men
ought' to make good in the gulf.
J. M. St. John, engineer on the Reu-
ben Dunbar, was bit on the right
hand by a dog on the boat yesterdeY.
A tranip dog took up with the boat
at Nashville and Mr. Sr. John made
a pet of him. The dog got into a
fight yesterday with another dog and
While he was separating them the dog
bit him.
The Condor, a towboat from the
:ower river, has arrived to go on the
ways for repairs.
Two of the boiler heads for the
Dunbar arrived by express yesterday
and the remainder of the flues will
arrive by boat this week.
The Joe Fowler arrived at 2 o'clock
today from Evansville end left imme-
diately on the return trip.
Fogs and good business delayed
the City of Memphis, which did not
arrive until this morning from the
Tennessee river. The Memphis will
leave tbmorrow evening.
The Nellie came up front Jeeps
last night after towing ties down.
Duslueiss was fair for the Dick
Fowler in the Cairo trade this morn-
ing.
An alderman state il yesterday that
It was probable a. sixty foot strip of
ground owned by the Illinois Central
railroad on the river front would be
purchased for wharf purposes.
The Chattanooga News says:
Traffic along the river is booming.
Yesterday morning the John A. Pat-
ten arrived from Decatur with a yeti'
large cargo and also a good passenger
list.
The Wheeler, inbound front Padu-
cah, arrived shortly before noon to-
dayand the captain reports a splendid
trip, and also, which is more material,
a good cargo and list of passengers.
The service to and from this point is
rapidity showing very large gains
both in passenger and freight service,
and the accommodations of the Pres-
ent run of boats is just about pushed
to the limit. It is the intention of
the company in the near future to in-
stall at least one other boat to Ply
between this point and Paducah.
Things that make a woman feel
blue are apt to make a man "smile."
SHEET MUSIC:
For 
1Piano and Organ
The favorite maaterpieces of the,
greatest composers carefully selected'
front the great field of musical liter.'
attire.. Pieces of character and worth
Published at front 5o cents to $1.00
a copy.. Our special price is.
10C a Copy Postpaid
Following le a partial list of selec-
t 
Title. Composer.
Aragonaise  Massenet
Barcartele (June) ...Tsebaikowaity
Canzonetta  Hollaender
Cabaletta  Lack
Chaconne  Durand
Consolation  Liszt
Denting Spirits Bohm
Die Meistersinger  4 Wagner
Farewell to the Piano... Beethoven
Funeral March  Chopin
Gipsy Rondo  Haydn
Wedding March Mendelssohn
Love Thee, Opp. 44. No. 3...0-riew
Logging fur Rome. Opar.-1-17....
Juntantinn
Rustle of Spring Shading
Melodic, Op. ft, No. 3 ....Paderewski
Melody In F. Rubinstein
btu rrn u rin g Zephyrs Jensen
Myrtles, The Wachs
Pastorale Hits
Pissicati from I'Sylvia" .Delibes
Second Valse, Op. 56 Goduard
Second Mazurka Godard
Simple Confession Thome
Plerette . Cha•minade
Spring So•rg Menaellsohn
Sylphes, Les Bachmann
Melo hark
Taranielle, Op. 85 Heller
Traumerel Schumann
Under the Leaves Thorne
Valse  Durand
Vaise Arabesque, Op. 82 back
Velse Lent, (from "Copperlla")
 Delibes
Beautiful Blue Danube, Waltzes..
 Straus*,
Cavalleria Rusticarra, Intermezzo.
 Maseagn
Dance of the Zephyrs Cone
Dixie Land fine variation's -Lerman
The Flatterer Chattenade
Flower Song  Lange
La Fountaine  Bob M
The Storm  Weber
Under the Double Eagle, Met_ra..
 Wagner
Remember Me Brinkman
Over the Waves, Mexican Waltzes.
 Roses
Afterward, Son'  Mullen
Testi
In Old Madrid. emit  Teeter('
The above pieces are not the cheap
and defective 100 edition.
We handle all the latest popular
musk the dlamileal favorites tine
teaching plerea Itortruellon Books
ite &c.
Good, Rye, Bong 
D.E.WILSON
THE BOOK AND MUSIC
M N
At Barbolies Bepattuicat Wore,
We Sell This 5c Cigar
7 for 25c
We want you to come in arid prove to your own satis-
faction what an extraordinary value this is.
"ADAD"
In size, quality, workmanship, blend-in every way-
you'll recognize the ADAD as a first-class 5c straight cigar.
It is, in everything but price.
We have affiliated with 2,000 other Drug Stores in our
cigar buying. Our organization buys in million lots where
the ordinary cigar store buys by the
thousand. That's how "National"
Cigar Stands sell 7 instead of 6 of
this quality of cigar for a quarter.
Theiseetdgars are now sold in the 2,000 Drag Stores
having this National Cigar Stand• Emblem in the window.
7 for
25c
•
W. B. MePHERSON, 335 Broadway. .
F. E. DUNN, Seventh and Clay Streets.
J. D. BACON, Seventh and Jackson Streets.
J. C. GILBERT, 1046 Meyers Street.
PETTIT'S RED CROSS PHARMACY, 12th and Trimble Sta.
JAMES P. SLEETH, 904 Broadway.
somommomssmsems
OLD HOME OF ADAM ANI) EVE
LOCATED IN MISSISSIPPI.
Jackson, Miss., Feb. 26.-Prof.
Clinton McMickie, a Kansas scientist
and archaeologiet, is so confident that
the Garden of Eden was located in
the Yazoo valthey, this state, that he
watees to organize a stock company
forethe purpose of making exteneive
excavations on the farm of W. .A.
Heary, a planted, about seven miles you have tried it, and find that
south of Yazoo City. He thinks he "procrastination" does not pay, be a
can unearth the ruins of a oneesitnent advertiser.
Isplendid city erected shortly
the expulsion of Adam and Eve
the garden. Prof. MeMickie says he
has conclusive evidence, based on the
book of Genesis, and Greek and Egyp-
tian records that Yazoo county was
the birthplace of man, and, it will
only be necessary to dig the required
depth in order to find proof of his be.
lief,
after
from
TO LET
Several superior offices: on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices-
double offices especially adapted for dentists
American-German National Bank
227 Broadway
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co., 
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop,
132424 N. Rourthi t. Phones 7,57
row 
W. F. Paxton, R. Rudy, P. Puryear
President. Cashier. ABeistant Cashier,
CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
Inciavorated
Capital $100,000
/ Surplus  • .  50,000
Stockholders liability .  100,000
Total 'security to depositors $250,000
Accounts of individuals and firms witched. We appreciate
anal as well as large depositors and accord to all the same
courteous treatment. isior imimpt,ivuutaitati oaf
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
OPEN SATURDAY 510 SITS FROM 7 TO 8- OCIAX3K.
Third and Broadwal  1
Lyon's Periodical Drops
Strictly vegetable, perfectly tuneless. Greatest known female remedy.
CAUTION ;:,7'..'v7h11::71tel:f etalr°naaft'nit irmAMI:rcin: ofTtileigbol thilieint6serit unIT in Psi" n" Cur.Semi 1.1r Cir.-Wm 5. WII.m IAMS MPG CO.. tints Astortv (710.,0^-4, Ohio
9014)BY &wax & LIST, It gamimitala
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Bailey's Friends Win Victory in the
Texas Case.
Austin, Tex., Feb. 26.—By a vote
Of le to 11 the Texas senate today
discharged the investigating commit-
tee which has been in session several
weeks looking into charges against
United States Senator Joseph W. Bai-
ley. Anti-Bailey followers offered a
resolution. instructing the commission
not to bring in a report at this time.
but to send a sub-committee to St.
Louis to secure the testimony of H.
Clay Pierce. of the Waters-Pierce Oil
company, and to embody stash evi-
dence In its final report. Adherents
of Senator Bailey promptly offered a
substitute that the investigating com-
mittee be discharged at once without
making a. report and that Senator
Bailey be fully indorsed. After a rath-
er heated debate the substitute reso-
lution was passed by a vote of 15 to
11.
Many a man has managed to suc-
ceed in this world despite the ad-
vice that onlookers gave him.
Did Blaine Break Faith With Garfield?
One of the features of Ida M. Tarn
'he'l's tariff article in the March
;American Magazine, is a story which!presents certain aspects of James G.
Blaine's veracity. It comes In as a
;part of Miss Tarbell's lively narrative
of the fight in Grant's time between
high protectionists and tariff reform-
ers over the reduction of war duties.
!Following are some of the men and
events referred to in Miss Tart:retie
.spirited artiele: Horace Greeley,
Cox, Horace White, Henry
iC. Carey David A. Wells, "Pigiron"
Kelley Senator Allison, Cale Schurz,
John Sherman. the salt monopoly
the fortunes made in iron, the !Toni-
cal nomination of Greeley, pretec-
tion's great victory in Congress, and
the panic of '73.
In 1870 Mr. Blaine was a candi-
date for re-election as Speaker. On
less he could appease the tariff re-
formers there was danger of their
uniting with .the Democrats to defeat
ItinfeeledetrixTingly he asked the
four most influential reformers to
meet him secretly in New York. The
four were William B. Allison, Hor-
ace White Charles Nordhoff, and
General Britakeelleff. There wee a
long discussion ending in a propo-
sition from Mr. Blaine that if the
reformers would permit him to be re-
eleeted Speaker he would permit
them to name the ehairerian of the
Ways and 'Means Committee, and give
them a Majority on it. The propo-
sition was accepted and Mr. Blaine
was askel to appoint Mr. Garfield.
There was no reason to suppose
that Ms. Blaine would not keep his
promise Neverthe'ess the suspicion
that he was "slippery" in politics Was
not unconImen, and the Free Trade
League coueluded to send Genera)
Brinkethoff to *ashington to see
that the arrangement was carried
out
The rest of the story is told as fol-
lows by Miss Tarbell:
"As the day went on and the ap-
poLntment promised were nor made
General Brinkerhoff felt more and
more uneasy, but Raid nothing.
Finally one day as he was on the
floor of the House, Mr. Blaine sent a
page to him asking him for an inter-
view.
" 'He then called some one to the
'chair,' says General Brinkerhoff,
'and as he went out of the south
eoor I went-out of the .north door,
and went around and met him. He
took me down to the basement and
itto a room he called his den. He
then locked the door and went to a
cupboard and brought out some re-
freshments, and we sat down at a
little table
"'After awhile he told he want-
ed to talk with me fit.-the Ways
and Means Comnst Fie took a
sip of paper from a drawer and
wrote down nine names and then
turned it around to me to read. I
Saw that he kept his finger on the
paper, and that he did not ifitend to
let me take it away, and so I took a
little time to stndy its make-up, and
get It clearly in my memory. j saw
at a glance that he was not carrying
out his agreement, because Dawes
Was at the head as chairman, and not
Garfield. I saw also as I looked
over the list that a majority of the
committee were not revenue reform
men, although it was a combination
ea:cleated to deceive anyone not tithe'
posted on individual records.
" 'There were only four men on
he list who were not protectionists,
and after discussing the matter a
while he said, 'This is not a finality
HEALTH OFFICERS SEEK
PHYSICIANS' HELP IN FIGHT
AGAINST CONSUMPTION
The Kansas and Minnexeta State Boards of Health have made anew move against tuberculoels Leters have been mailed to both
physicians and patients, neguesthag that the former en-operate withthe board in its tight against eonaumptkm by supplying full inform-
ation relative to catch case that comes under their observation, and
advising the latter as (me best known methods of treatment.
Among the instructions offered to tuberenionis patients am the fol-
lowing:
ellen with consumption al Id not wear beard or mustache.
Sleep alone. Keep the whitlows open day and night; fresh air laessential. Dregs, vrarrnly, and don't be afraid of the cold. Eat plentyof nourishing food. Don't spit on the Hoots or In puleic places. flutyout of doors all you can; remember that sunshine kills the germs ofconceit m pt
Thesc are wee inattactIons, anirlfritair be observed by everyone seeicted. cra the mow 'important duty Is to get weti. teed% androughs ahould me be neglected, as /Ada inflame the hufl5, Mad the«nigh is estremely wearing on the teetenn.
An eminent authority on lung trouble says that the followlegaimple formula will break up a cella in twenty-four hours. 'and cureany cough that is curable: Virgin Oil of Pine (ionre,)  '-half01110114s: leyeet,hte, two ainneeit: prnalrirfibilkey, a half Make ernand UM In temipoonfull there every four hours.. Great (ere %tumid heexercised in securing pure ingredients, and, to avoid antedltution. It
is the best that they should he purchsweitil 'separately and the meanieinepared by yourself. The Virgin 01140( Pipe (Pure) ran be securedfrom any good prescription druggist in the original half-ounce
Its partbarsed for dispensing. Each vial N arseurely sealed In a rOUM1
wooden ewe% with engraved wrapper( with the name—Vile/On Oil of(Pure. kinaranteett under the Foes! end Drug., .art, ofetritelieee
IOW, eerie, nuAdier 431. leepariai only by 1.1.4114.11 Chmairttil fra.,eiestemel, (Nilo—plainly printed theteon. Thee-am many rank lineMemel of A irgin 011 of Pine (Pure. which are VW ont tinder similar'limase and style cif packages. Ne, IT 'accept these as st substitute f
the Pure Virgin Oil of Pine, as they will invariably produce nansea,
and never effect the desired tritIlalt.
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 26. -"I
THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN. PACIP
MANHATTAN DAY
Thursday, February 28
0 UR first showing of the beauti-ful spring novelties in Man-
hattan Shirts will be made Thursday,
February 28—M A N H ATT I N DAY—and
your presence is most earnestly de-
sired.
The new Helios, Grays, Greens
and Oxford Plaids in Linen Home-
spun, Silk Mesh and the other con-
ventional materials are exceedingly
swell; you'll like them.
$1.50 to $5.00
The spring lines of E. & W. and
Emery Shirts have also arrived.
•
IDENTITY
CONCEALED IN ORDFAt TO SE-
CURE WORK ON RAILROAD.
•
Wortian Claims to Be Widow of Fred
A. HunterT Whose Real Name
Was Cushman,
Cecil Reed was appointed receiver
of the estate of Fred A. Hunter pend-
ing the trial of a suit filed yesterday
afternoon by Mrs. Henrietta Cush-
man, who claims to be the wife of the
late Fred A. Hunter, an Illinois Cen-
tral engineer, whe died several weeks
ago of pneumonia,
litre. Cushman alleges 'in her pe-
tition that she is the undivorced wife
of Hunter, whose real name was Fred
A. Cushman. The realon he
changed his name is because of a se-
rious wreck in Alabama which made
It !mix:outlet* for him to secure em-
ployment on other roads until his
Identity was concealed. They had
been separated five years.
Hunter left all his estate to Lula
White. and County Ju.dge R. T. Light
foot before the probating of the wil:
aptielnted F. 0. Rudolph administra-
tor. !Miss White cisme ire with a Peti-
tion In eounty court asking to be rec-
ognized as executrix, but the petition
has not been acted 'on.
All funds by virtue of Judge Reed's
orders have been turned over to, Re-
ceiver ('cell Reed. The estate is not
large, consisting of a $1,541) Imsur-
sec, policy, a horse and buggy and
some personal estate.
A frernel rennnelatlen of the will
of Fred Hunter, alias Catehman, was
flied be Henrietta Cushman in county
court today. Yeeterday a Cr069 peti-
tion was filed by the wife to remove
IF. 0. Rudolph as odminirrator of
Hunter's estate. The renunciation Is
mere legal formatity.
Maxims of Beer Willieamah
Wen Poverty come :n de do',
te)eive fly out tip winder.
Date de very sorter Love
Yen never ortet hinder!
You can't elan' prosperity,
En tremble makes you flutter.
De eery time you way "Hooray."
You drops yo' breed and buttes!
Hi.
En heaven Is ton high Per you.
En tother ilatte—Aeo hot dar'.
En of at tea' you wife de race.
You &Mao bow pee got.thar!
—,attaita cotiantOtsa.
by any means, le is Muiply tentative
and I will make the committee so
that it will he satisfactory.' He re-
peated the worditentatIve' two or
three clines, but I'made up my mind
at once that a Ways and Meant; Com-
mittee satisfactory to the revenue re-
form people would never be made be
Blaine, and go we parted after an
hour's talk, with the understanding
that he would see rne again soon.'
"That evening Genera! Brinkerhoff
met Garfield by appointment. 'You
are not to be chairman of the Ways
and Means Committee,' he told him.
'The protectionists will be a majority
on It.'
"'You are wrong,' Farfield said,
'Mr. Bialire has already written me
assuring me of my appointment.'
" 'Let me see the .etter,' said the
general. Clarffeld's fare fell. He
had .not the letter. Mr. Blaine had
tasked that it he _returned because
ilife was uncertain_ 'Yen _will not be
appointee,' General Brinkerhoff re-
iterated Garfield walked the floor
for 3 few minute:4, and tehn stopping,
Isalel: 'General Brinkerhoff, if Mr.
!Blaine does not appoint me chair-
man of the Ways and Means Commit-
tee he is the basest of men.' Ile was
not appointee but a few days later
Mr. Dawes was."
Feet. In the C-1.11•11.
"They tell me Wedderly leads a
dog's life."
"That's a fact. I saw him gaing
Clown street yesterday In the capaeity
of pacemaker to biewifee pet canine."
Willient Allen White on Roosevelt.
'"Roosevelt It no tracer than many
another man.- who has fallen in the
attuittee againe Mammon. But he
has moral vision • • • A broader
education than any man has brought
to the White House snrce Jefferson's
day, a life unstained by vice of any
kind, a clean mind, and a boyish
heart., simple, confiding, jute have
combined to keep. Theodore Roose-
velt's faith in God and his belief In
the common honesty of the common
man unseared."
Thus writes William Allen White
In his "Roosevelt: A Force for
Righteousness," in the February Mc- I
elute's. Successful' contemporary
portraiture Is so rate an achievement
that an article like this of Mr. White's
merits unusual attention. Through-
out he displays the sureness of touch
and soundness of intuition that have
distinguished his earlier work; sonic
of his passages indeed, seem inspired.
so brilliantly do they bit It off.
What, for Instance, could be better
than this:
"A middle-aged, middle-trimd
figure struggling against pudginess,I
simple, boyish, direct; impulsive for!
the right esnd Intolerant of wrongs;1
  human to the core, with his blind
skie for hilt friends and his sleepless
eyes for his enemies--a group of
gentlemen for whom he never has to
blush.... e happy mixture of the
cheerful idiot, the seer of vision,.
and the captain anil crew of the
1"Nancy BrIgg"-- a men who does the
,undisputed thing in such a buoyant
way!"
Mr. White's analysis of Roosevelt's
'eareer, and "the tremedous effect ofl
ihis precepts and his consistent ex-
ample," is handled in this writer's
Imost brilliant and able manner.
Domestic Miss,
Mrs. Oldhoy (after as slight difference
of opintout---(111. If only I had been
born in the days of ebinalryi
Mr. 0.—Well, you cane pretty near it.
I.
The Starvation Army is estahliahed
, in 62 clountrties and colonies and
ereasete* the gospel In thiry-one Ian-
RI/ 3 ene.
Every word of profanity' is a prayer
to His atonic Majesty.
STEEL TIES
t4AID To HAVE cAt sED WRECK
ON PENNSYLVANIA.
Read Irrted Ties on Solicitation, But
This May End Experiment
1Vith Innovation.
Petsburt Pa., Feb, 26—Although
the Pennsylvania railroad eentinues
to insist, in its statements for the
public, that the wreck of the 1S-
hour filer near Johnstown on ,Friday
night wa.s aused by a broken brake
hanger, the opinion is almost firmly
fixed In railroad circles that the steei
ties were to beme.
Railroad men who examined the
damage to tee read-bed assert this.
So does the conductor of the fiiee
And that the company itself leans to
the same view is shown by the fact
that !elms demanded that the Carne-
gie cotnirany make gooa on its claims
for the new tie.
Still another indieation that the
Pennsylvania officials, far from be-
lieving the wreck was an act of prov-
idence, as they profess in public, pri-
vately blame the ties is the fact that
Conductor M. W. Forbes of the filer
yesterday reported thie calif as fol-
lows:
'Cause of wreck, spreading rails."
This message was wired to Pitts-
burg and Philndelphia headquarters 1
from a little signal tower on thel
mountainside, near the scenes of the!
crash. It was inadvertently allowed
to he cisme public.
It Is believed that the wreck of the
flier signals the passing of the steel
tie, yet only in the experimenta"
*age. Its use by tee Pennsylvania
was at the solicitation of the makers.
ARE YOU RUNNING A
LOSING RACE
WITH THE CALENDAR?
Does every day record, in the
office, as failure to quite "catch-
up" with that day's work?
Does every d9f witness, in the
home, another failure to finish
today's duties—because of the
unfinished duties of yesterday?
Does every day record 'In the
store, a few more rust ea; who
"couldn't wait" to be served by
over.busy desks?
If any of ewss. things are true
you need "more help"—so that
en immediate -resort upon your
part to the classified ads. will
enable you to "catch up with the
ea lend& r" and to do today's
things today.
ROYAL
Baking Powder
Absolutely Pure
Makes delicious, healthful food.
A pure, creairn of tartar Powder.
A can of Royal Baking Powder contains many
more teaspoons fuil of baking powder than a can
of tin heavy acid-laden phosphate or alum powders.
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Paener—W. S. Ilinzle, Chteentien,
Ark.; Alcan Moss, New York; G. T.
Fuhrath Chicago; J. V. Park, Mt.
Vernon. O.; J. W. Hackney, _Louis-
ville: C. H. Leman, Smith:am:1; Bunk
Gardner, Mayfield; E. A. Robinson.
St. Louise L. Sehwarte, Chicago; W.
J. McCormick, Indianepolie; G. K.
Gilbert St. Louis; H. M. Harris,
Morganfied: Ben Holdrklge, Kale-
niazoo, Mich.; J. 0. Tilden, Leek-
vele.
Beivedere—C, 3. Hill, Nashville,
Tenn.; Joe Ryan. 'Murree: C. G.
Beale Evansville; D. C. Turrentine.
Chattanooga; I.. A. Jackson, Macon.
.; -W. J. ith, Baltimore F. S.
Wertheimer Philadelphia.
New Richmonl—Prof. G. P. Rol-
gene Smiteiand; Rev. J. C. Smith-
son, Smithiand; 0. E. Travis, Bir-
mingharn; M. T. Fair Murray; J.
W. Wade Almo; Fe L. Chiles, St.
Louis; Caleb Harrison, Grahamville;
G. W. Smith, Benton; H. B. Jacobs,
Toppenish Wash.; Oscar WoodeMe-
trepolls, John Graham, Graham-
vele; Mrs. C. E. Cardwell, Helena,
Ark.; A. P. Jacobs, Toppenish, Wash,
—Your property may be li-orth
more to another t:grant tush it is (0
the present one. An ad. will test the
matter,
Purity is in the air
up our way---noth-
ing but a few houses,
an old distillery and
lots of corn and rye.
Early Times
Jack Beam
Bottled in bond. Oldest
bottling is tight years.
LAST VEEKiy 
1116 REMODELIN6 SALE
Remember, we are making a discount of from 10 to 30
per cent. Everything in the house cut; nothing reserved.
Many customers took advantage of the bargains we
were offering last week. Why not you?
•
1907 models of Bicycles
on sale this week. Com-
plete line of sundries
and repairs, Bicycles
$12.50
up
100 rolls of China and
Japanese Nlattings that
were bought before the
advance included in the
sale. Only a few of
those $1.75 Plate Racks
left at
98 Cents
Go-Carts, 50 styles to
select from. Folding
rubber tire carts from
$ 1 .90
to
$25.00
WAVES &SONS
Broadway416 
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TUESDAY, 1.'EBRUARY 26.
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
January, 1507.
1 3882 ,o 3808
2 3878 17 3874
3890 18. "....3899
4 3891 19 3898
6 3S97 2,1 3890
7 pos 22 3877
8 •  t3 8-73 23 3844
9 3554 24 3882
10 3901. 25 3804
11 3837 26 3846
12 326 28 4299
14 3826 29 4239
14 3808 30 4107
Total
Increase
Average for January, 19')7....3912
Average for January, 1906....3713
Petsonally appeared before me,
this Feb. 1, 19.07, E. J. Paxton, gen-
eral manager of The San, who .al-
Arms that the above statement of
the circulation of The Sun for the
month of Jan., 19.07, is true to the
beet of his knowledge and belief.
PETER PURYEAR,
Notary Public..
My commission expires January
22, 194)8.
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
For Mayor.
The Sun is authorized to announce
Charles Reed as a candidate for
mayor, istibject to any action of the
Democratic party.
For 'City Assessor.
The Sun is authorized to announce
the caadideay.of.Stowart Dick for .the
office of city essessor, subject to the
action of the Democratic party.
Daily Thought.
"No matter whet one's aspiration
may be, it never will be attained
without sierepration."
POLITICS AND SCHOOLS.
Politics, the kind that exploits a
publc sehool for party advantage or
personal favorites, threatens to tear
down al: that- has beep accomplished
in three years in the Paducah
schools particularly the High
schoo:. Both parties have now had a
'trial at runn:ng the schools. It is
time the citizens were taking a hand
in their management. How parents
can acq.uiesce in conditions that are
harmful to their growing, developing
children, is beyond the understand-
ing of one, who has seen the same
parents anxiously inquiring Into the
personnel of livery stable attendares,
where they keep the family horse.
There is !oo min h play raTof poli-
tics:, too- mulch -vindictiveness, that
asserts itself regardless of the ef-
fects on discip:ine and honor; too
much covering of defects In the sys-
tem.
The .present enndiron of things
was foretnld to many by the pre-
election-attitude of the members.
They were selected, secretly to be
sure, In eppostition to the present ad-
ministration. That Is all very well, if
so it must be: but that opposition
Mould not have asserted itself to
the detriment of the schools. Had the
board been of that composition of
which good school boards are formed,
it. would have bided
then performed RN
hour arrived, Inateart
its time and
will when the
of beeping lg.
nominy on the superintendent. en-
deavoring to cripple him in the per-
formance ef his duty, and destroy-
ing discipline 'tiong the -principals
and teachers,' &4 thereby setting an
example to the Andrea. which must
be reflected in their attitude toward
the next sniPeitntendent, In their
homes and in whatever position they
may hereaf4e be placed. The mem-
ber.; by eistilig :aspersions on un-
named teachers .and principals have
bred scandal Bi' tlid sehoola, all of
which must have been greedily dis-
cussed by the children The trustee*
apparently Aid not consider that ev-
ery open attack on the superintend-
ent during his administration was
an attack on the schools, from which
May advsg earl recover until -the
children sffeeted Are graduated
Children are prone to follow exam-
31 4107
 145,612
199
the schools. In the half dozen times
THE SUN has unentioued the trouble
editorially, it can be truthfully said
that this paper has taken no sides in
ptesonal controversies. THE SFN
has raised its voice in protest, only
when the discipline and the inter-
ests of the schools were assailed by
the combatants. Whether Superin-
tendent Lieb Is right or wrong, he is
superintendent of the schools, and
personal attacks on him in his offi-
cial eapaeity coming from those in
authority over him has created a con-
dition in the schools, which parents
scarcely can realize, and the chief
ceondition is in the minds of the im-
pressible children, wbo are deinliing
in the progress of the wrangle, and
forming mental conclusions that will
affect them for life.
There is an election approaching
when one-half the school board will
be elected. We have had enough of
politics in schools. We do not care
whether the next board is Democratic
or Republican, or both, or neither;
but we do care whether it is compos-
ed of men whose sole purpose in ac-
cepting the office Is to safeguard the
schools and look first to the interest
of pupils instead of to the Interest
of their friends. There should be a
non-partisan board elected, and then
when the legislature convenes, an
amendment to the charter should be
secured, providing for a school elec-
tion every two years instead of ev-
ery year, so that the schools will not
be thrown In annual confusion by the
exigencies of party politics and polit-
ical campaigns. ,
Sub-treasuries in St. Louis and
Chicago both have been robbed, just
like banks, only of larger sums that
any minor employe of a bank could
steal. These instances only go to
show that bad men will steal, wheth-
er employed by the government or a
private institution, and bad men are
more likely to get into positions of
trust through political Influences
than through promotion by people.
whose direct financial interests will
be affected by their conduct.
Some of those western congress-
men may regret having attacked
Hitchcock so soon. He hasn't con-
cluded his investigation of the land
frauds. Secretary Hitchcock has
been the target of abuse from inter-
ests, that have been stealing gov-
ernment coal lands, and his reputa-
tion has been seriously injured by
newspapers cardessly publishing in-
spired articles against him sent out
by disreputable news bureaus.
Since trust regulating has become
a fad, we observe that certain promi
nent gentlemen, who used to treat re-
porters with contempt, are eagerly
seeking upportunities to get a leer-
ing in the newspapers Times and
conditions work many changes.
There should be a large attendance
of public spirited citizens at the open
meeting of the Commercial club in
the council chamber of the city hall
tonight.
The discharge of the Bailey investi-
gation committee without a re'port,
was a victory for Senator Bailey's fac-
tion—not for Senator Bailey.
Fitter punishment than being
posed, would be for President
lays to be elected president of
Central America.
de-
Ze-
all
LA FC/LLE7TE'S ALARM.
Senator La Follette says that the
growth of gigantic combinations of
capital has robbed the people of their
power, and' he thinks that "democra-
cy Is on trial for its life, the country
is in peril, the republic Is nndergo-
ing a complete change."
These are plainly oratorical exag-
gerations. Though gigantic combi-
nations of capital have acquired too
much power over the people, the
country's peril is purely -imaginary
utVerat the people themselves have
undergone a great change. The strug-
gle is one that can be judged correct-
ly only by &eking into view long
historical periods. We know that In
the past democracy has overcome all
dangers, that the development of the
combinations which the senator has
in mind is a recent devlepment, that
It has caused alteady a popular up-
rising that is checking the evils of
corporate management, and that just
at the present time It is the corpora-
tions that appear to be in peril. The
wrath that has been aroused against
them has become so menacing that
the question now is whether radical,
lam may not go SO far as to cause
the country some Injury not through
a submission to corporate wealth hot
through a pertrention that may have
a disastrous effect upon our Indus-
tries.
Actually It In becoming Incumbent
Pn Many who have favored and who
still favor a rale control of the cor-
porations for the protection of popu-
•ler 'debts to' issue *awnings against
the unthinking, reckless corporation-
halters who are for confiscating leg
*los, especially bed once. and the ipilstIon, Obviously, therefore, trie
sehonl trustees have set them some day has gone by for those wild •
notat'e ones alarms In which the sedator ladelg. •
It is this view of the ease that ins es. We must beware USN 6assor of
idletaleti the policy of THE SUN all tientagegv enacted into statutes.
Untiagli tkjs ssiitoitooste *Aims is *eta Record:Rerald.
SUBSIDY OF SHIPS
WILL BE VOTED 0.11
Congressional Committee Sets
Date For It
Santo Domingo Treaty Is Passed By
Senate Al t By Violist 
Vote,
MATTERS OF LEGISLATION
Washington, Feb. M.—The senate
today passed the agricultural appro-
priation bill, carrying nearly $10,-
0,00,0.0.0; the poistoffire appropriation
bil with $21e,'00.0,e0u; the Weston
appropriation trill with $145,000,000,
and the bill authorizing the estab-
lishment of an agricultural bank in
the Philippines.
, The senate also passed a bill grant-
ing service pensions to army nurses.
Those disqualified to earn a liveli-
hood and have reached the age of 62
are to receive $1,2 a month; at 70,
$15, and at 75, $2e.
The ship slitifddy secured Marked
impetus todriy in the house. The
rule was reported by Dalzell from the
committee on rules In the shape of a
resolution providing that the conetro-
mise bill shale be considered with de-
bate limited to five hours and that
the final vote shall be taken not later
than next Friday afternoon at 3
o'clock.
1
Santo Domingo Treaty.
By a vote of 43 to 19 the senate
last night ratified the Santo Domingo
treaty. This was one more vote in
the affirmative than was required.
Pension Bill Passed.
Washington, Feb. 26.—The senate
passed the pension appropriation
bill carrying $145.000,000. The bill
was amended so as to make the ap-
propriation available te nay pensions
to claimants under, Cee,ect of Feb-
ruary 6, 1907, kneset as the service
pension law.
Liquor Traffic Question.
The senate committee on the ju-
&wry today agreed to pass over un-
til next session of congress bills re-
lating to Interstate traffic in intsed-
eating liquors, the bill to protect la-
bor against the com-Lietit-iog_pfs. con-
vict labor and the postoftiSe fraud
order bill. All of these measures
have passed the house.
REPORTED IN DISTRESS.
Steam Yacht Nada Breaks Her Shaft
Off Atlantic City. •
• Atlantic City, N. J., Feb. 26.—The
steam yacht Nada, bound from At-
lantic City for Key West, Fla., was
reported In distress last night about
three miles east of the Avalon life-
saving station, with a broken Shaft.
Capt. Townsend of the Nada was
brought ashore by the life saving
crew todget a tug to v:tv, the Injured
yacht into the harbor for repairs.
The crew and two passengers are
still on board the yacht. It was re-
ported early in the evening that a
large steamer was in distress,' but
it was later learned that it was the
Nada.
England spends $180,000,000
year on her navy. This is $5.000.006
more tan the, combined expenditure
of France Russ:a and Oermany.
YRIlasegroullassettel
Heliotropes and
Are The 
(Popular
Shirts•
Grays
At The New Store
Notes of advanced styles In
Spring and summer Shirting!.
from London and New York
state that the heliotrope and
pa. ay shirts are the most pop..
nine shades, and will he seen
everywliere.
The New Store, always
?doming the IleW thin" is
the only ralb/14111 store show.
Mg these %hatless
They are made for us by
Itates-Street, and are beauti-
ful patterns. 'See the display
in our windows.
or
48,0•41T *WOAD
LLzY&ço
mum a. 516 Broadway, or *One 1407 any
time from 9 to 12 or 2 to r, p. m.
D G B. raoAos.
I .
R. .
BUDGET FIGURES
(t 'oncluded from First Page.)
$1.85, or 24 cents higher, the income
would have been increased, approxi-
mately, $18,000, making the income
on last year's assesmeut at that rate,
$166,384.15.
To find the Income for this year at
that rate, the income from the $449,-
373, may be addqd to the $166,384.-
15, making $174,609.15, estimated
total income from primerty tax in
1907.
From other sources.,411 round num-
bers $80,000 may be anticipated
bringing the total estimated revenue
to $254,609.15, to cover a budget
carrying $257,258.
Excellent Collections.
It will be seen by comparison that
Paducah has been collecting far in
excess of the 90 per cent, allowed by
Lexington, Covington and Newport,
and taking last year's Collections as
a basis gives a more optimistic color
to the situation than discounting ten
per cent for delinquents and errors.
It may be that the estimate of ;80,-
000 from sources other than ad-
valorem taxes may be too high, be-
cause the hospital and police court
have both been falling below Last
year's record in collections for the
first two months. On the other hand
the taxbook supervisors have been
making an unusually careful exami-
nation of the books, eliminating dou-
b'e assessments and discrepancies
that have accumulated year by year,
and this year's assessment should be
consequently accurate.
The collections for last year and
previous years reflect great credit on
the energy, persistency and capabil-
ity of City Treasurer Dorian and City
Auditor Kirkland, who make a rec-
ord far ahead of similar officers in
sister cities.
The finance committee will meet
Friday and probably Mayor Yeiser
will bring up the tax rate question
for solution early in March.
Sure to Get Printed.
Algy-Is he doing much literary work
now'?
Reggie-Just writing a few patent
medicine testimonials.
MOTHER TO SON'S AID; IS SLAIN
Killed As She Tries to Bring Peace
Between Husband and Youth.
Kansas City, Feb. 26.—Mrs. J. Os-
car Rk.hardson, wife of a stationary
engineer rushed between her son
and. husband in the role of a peace-
maker at their home In Rosedale,
Can., near here, today', and was stab-
bed to the heart by Richardson. The
couple had been quarreling when the
son interfered, taking the mother's
part. Richardson then attacked the
son with a knife, when the mother
interfered.
YOU DON'T HAVE TO Wale
Every dose makes you feel better. Las-Poa
keep. your whole insides right. Sold On the
stoney-back plan everywhere Price tot est*.
An ostrich yields about three
pounds of feathers yearly.
What Osteopathy Will Do.
There are but few people who have
not heard of Osteopathy, also of
some of its achievements. But there
are far too many who have accredit-
ed it with being good for only those
conditions from which they have
been cured, or which have come un-
der their observation. Not infrequent-
ly there Is mutual surprise when one
'Who was cured of rheunutteen meets
another who has been cured of asth-
ma or constipation. This is a homely,
but very true illustration.
Personally, I hare cured chronic
cases of constipation, rheumatism,
asthma, nervousness, neuralgia and
headaches for people whom you
km:4 well, and the value of the Os-
teopathic treatment is but coming
generally known In Paducah, as It
ahould be. '
I tiaould like to talk with Yeu at
Roy time about your parti.cular case,
1
 Ind know I can cite You to some of
our friends who will attest to what.
the treatment has dos* for them in
similar dieeases. Capisi to my office,
Very iew people appsettaile ihe
great value of the small want
ads in the new.ipapers
Some of the Things The
Sun's Have Done
Very few of the people, when reading the want ads, which
probably 85 per cent of the readers do, ever realize Just what
splendid opportunities a three or four line notice will do.
A few days ago a reader of The Run, who had just instal-
led himself in a flat, purchased new furniture for the entire
establishment, had to leave the city, due to a change in his
business. "What shall I do with this outfit," he thought.
Then be remembered the Sun want ads, put four lines in for a
few days and Feed all the furniture, at splendid prices, in a few
days.
This is but one of the many incidents of a similar nature.
You may not have an outfit of furniture to sell, but, you
may have something around the house some one may want—
an old carpet, or range, some musical instrument, or bit of
furniture. A want ad. is a faseinatieg thing, for nearly every
one reads them.
'Fry a want ad. for yourself, and test its merits. The cost
is one cent a word for one insertion or three cents a word for a
week, cash with orders
THE SUN PHONES 3 5 8
PLENTY OF ADVICE.
Big Racing Auto Attracts Crowd on
Broadway.
The big 9.5-horse power automobile
racer, one of the "Vanderbilt Cup"
machines, got balky at Fifth street
and Broads-Sty this morning sib ortly
before noon and for more than an
hour a crowd watched the frantic ef-
forts of the mechanician to work the
big machine.
"If that was my automobile I
would eel; it to Rittoff, the junk deal-
er, for 30 cents," one urchin remark-
ed, .
"Say, Feller, yer water tank's leak-
in' " one urchin who loafs about a
looal garage remarked. The man
looked up but ventured no reply.
"And yer aparker seems to be going
rotten," was the second remark. The
machinist still worked with not a
word to -the too wilting crftics. He
had screwed and unscrewed bolts and
taps and was at the point of explod-
ing when the second urchin ventured
,his -last suggestion.
"Say yer carbereter seems to be
dirty." I% 111 the final information of-
fered.
"Well, do you think I have been
working with the' for ar hour not to
have known thees the enraged. mech-
anician blurted out, and taking a
couple of cans of towline be departed
for the nearest *ore where the fluid
could be found.
Striotl, Cealkiloartial.
"Mamma. what Is n spinster?"
"A Spinster, lay dear, Is n woman to
be envied. But don't tell your father I
said Pa"
Marital.
Young Fairbanks found the honey-
moon
A season of excitement,
Not merely as a time to "spoon,"
But for dodging that Indict te•nt.
. —Philadelphia Ledger.
—You knot/ your calling oar.%
are correot when they come from The
Sun. Script cards and plate $1.50 a
hundred, the Old Englinh $3.
"Abstemious" and "facetious" are
the only words la English having the
vowel' in their order,
POPE OPPOSES FRENCH TERMS.
Church Organs Says Vatican Will Re-
ject French Agreement.
Parie, Feb. 26.—The clerical or-
gans unite In declartng that Cardinal
Richard, archbishop of Paris will not
submit to the now proposal+ of the gov-
ernment regarding the church leales.
Their Rome dispatches categorically
insist that Pope -Pius is -eesoleed to
maintain integrelly the original text
offered by, the Frtalipate ioprogion and
to refuse even to dlecuss the govern-
ment's exceptions relative to the lia-
bffity of parish priests for the keep-
ing tip of churches end the excite-feu
of foreign priests of dissolved orders
as 1:rartiee to contracts.
Whether these inepired statements
are only part of the diplomatic game
remains to be seen.
.Premier Clemenceau now admits
frank:y that so far as 119 Is emacertied
he never expected the church to ac-
oept the conditions as to leases, but
he says Minister of Education Briand
did and that the cabinet unanimously
accorded him a chance to conclude
the negotiations upon the terms wett-
ed.
"The future will show who is right
whether he is the victim of an !Hu-
ston or I am mistaken." the premier
added.
"If no -agreement is reached, what
NI:1 happen?" Premier Clemenceau
was asked.
"Nothing very terrible," the per-
mier replied. "I think we well re-
turn to the solution previourly con-
templated. The churches will remain
open, that goes without saying, and,
it is conceded, tt eleet' to the
clergy, and the state departmete or
commune, as the case may be, will
bear the cost of keeping up repairs to
a church out of the funds of the
eharce itself. But rest assured the
government %Id] go no further In the
matter of concessions. The republi-
can majority in the chamber of depu-
ties would not indorse it, nor would
any member of the cabinet, not even
M. Sri-and, favor yielding more."
WOMEN HUSK CORN FOR CHURCH
Kansan Staten's Shuck Forty Bushels
in as Many Minutes,
Topeka, Kan., -Feb.- .4-13.-=-It— took
twenty-two Reading, Kan., women
Diet forty minutes yesterday to shuck
forty bushels of cord. They are prom-
inent members of the Methodhe Epis-
copal church. Henry Jacoby told the
women he would give them the corn
if they would husk it. They donned
suubonuots and aprons -and Went to
work. W.hen the job was finished the
corn was stored in the church belfry
and wiil be sold in one-bushel lots at
the church fair to highest bidders, for
the benefit of the church.
Notice
The Ingieside Rebecca Lodge No,
17, I. 0. 0. F., will meet Wednesday
evening, February 27, at the K. of
P. hall. All members are requested
to be present as business of Import-
ance will be transacted.
TERtESA DAVIS, N. G.
LAURA DAVIS, Secy.
R. Dawes, the Illinois Central con-
duetar, "has moved his family from
Kuttawa to Paducah to live.
Look for Name on Shoo
Our shoes have a style that
bespeaks culture and refine-
ment and gives that distinc-
tion which marks the well-
dressed man. A happily
balanced combin4tion of
good looks and good service
—suitable for every occasion
Most styles are $5.00
LXCLUSIVE AGENTS
Lendler & Lydon
CITY TRANSFER CO
Now located at
Cilauber's Stable.
We are ready for all Kinds of hauling.
TELEPHONE 499,,
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I 5fetv Marts for 6pring
filtis Week
yirst howing of
.Vaeks or yancies $10 to $20
gudq, Vhillips t `do.
Ifadies' geadipto=Wear Separtment
Jecond Yloor
-For Di. Petelley ring 416.
-For Copelausl's stable phone 100
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath 40034
Broadway, Phone 196.
-Census takers will be appointed
by the school board at the March
'meeting next Tuesday evening. There
are many applications.
---,Drink Belvedere the master
brew.
-A meeting of the board of
health was made impossible last ev-
ening on account of the lack of A
quorum.
-Uprigh pianos from $150 to
$200: to reduce our stock of slightly
used pianos we make these offers. W.
T. Miller & Bro., 51S Broadway.
-Mrs. J. A. 'Fomlinson and family
. were giyen transPortation from the
city yesterday by Miyor Yeiser to a
nearby town where Mrs. ToMlinson
has relatives. Her husband is alleged
to have deserted her.
-WeddIng invitations, announce-
ments anS every character of en-
graved work is given careful, per-
Donal attention at The Sun.
-E. E. Bell has abandoned re-
building his spoke factory on South
Third street, and is removing his
machinery to the old Sears ware-
house in Tyler. It will -be several
weeks before the mill will be run-
ning again.
-Sexton, the sign writer, all
kinds of sign and advertising writing,
line painting of every characteo in-
side work and carriage painting and
repairing. Phone 401
-Fine carnations at 50c per dozen
at Bruzeonsi, 529 Broadway.
-The condition of J. B. Morris,at
134 Jarrett streenwho is unconscious
of pneumonia, is reported no better.
-Globe Wernicee tiling oases and
all supplies for them, also the best
line of carbons. A full line of blank
books and all kinds of office supplies.
ItTelephone orders P ptly filled. Old
phone 436. R. D. meats & Co.
-We desire to announce to the
public that the temporary abandon-
ment, by the Traction company-,- of
their owl car service will not effect
Our prices to and from depot. We
will continue to serve all who may
favor us with their patronage, at the
prevailing day rate. Palmer Transfer
Co.
-Thomas Wood and John Ed-
wards, colored, engaged in a fight at
Second street and Kentucky avenue
this afternoon at 12:30 o'clock and
were arrested.
-Belvedere Deer is a home pro-
duct. Remember that.
-Get your meals at Whiteiheed's
restaurant, 215 Broadway, these bad
days. Nice, polite serviee guaran-
teed.
--For tickets bo Jackson, Mem-
phis, Nashville, Chattanooga, Atlan-
ta, call at New City Ticket office, N.,
C. and St. L. Ry., 430 Broadway. op-
posite Palmer nouse. D. J. Mullaney,
City Passenger Agent. _.
--City subscribers to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped muet notify our col-
lectors or make their requests di-
rect to Tn. Sun office. No attention
will be pail to such orders when
given to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
-Drink Belvedere the Paducah
beer.
-place your orders for weddipg
invitations at home. The Sun shows
as great an assortment as you find
anywhere at prices much lower than
you pay elsewhere.
-Fresh Flower Seed and vegeta-
ble seed that will give fine results at
Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
. .
Another Zenith ("ontedy.
Again Mrs. Wilson Woodrow intro.
dteteit us to tbe-atnesing litreial actly-
Wee of the mountain eommunity of
Skink ./Fer Story "Bornepin 14ft- Mr
Canis." In the Merck MoCluree, te:la
in her breezy etyte of a double-bar-
nte strrprise party in whieh Mrs. Nit-
',chum, - who has been cornered and
"perettpdad" to intertaie 'i the Boa
Arnie, ferns the deb)* on her tor-
mentors to find herself utterly out-
ddild.*t 0016.014A04,0e.t.t..,*-..
SPECIAL TABLE D'H(YrE DINNER.
At Palmer House
From 12 to 3 p. nr., Wednesday,
February 27.
Price 5114'.-
Coneomme Tesysomme,
Cream of Celery and Cronton.
Red Snapper and Court Boultion
Pommes Persil:ode.
Roast of Prime Beef ate Joe
or
Chicken Liver Dumplings.
With Noodles and Fine Herbs,
or
Pork Chops, Soute Strosixmisence.
Mashed Potatoes, String Beans.
Carrots with Peas.
Italliene Salad.
Coffee, Cheese
Taking Cover.
A practical use for the uein,fashioned
summer hat.
TWO FINE TRIMMED HATS TO BE
GIVEN AWAY.
We will display Saturday the two
beautiful trimmed hats which will
be given away on our Opening day.
Each lady calling at our store will
be presented with a ticket free. Come
while they last. Mrs. Chapin,' 216
Broadway.
In Small Down.
Little bit o' sighin'
All the way along.
Yet Life to Isite replYinI;
"A sigh is half a etong!"
-Atlanta Censtitutien.
cubscrihe for The Sun.
Mrs. Loeb to Entertain for Mrs. Sy&
ney Loeb.
Mrs. Reuben Loeb has issued in-
vitations for a reception on Monday,
March 4, at her home on Broadway,
from 3 to 5 o'clock, In honor of Mrs.
Sydney Loeb.
Mayfield Box Party for Visitor Pop-
- ular in Paducah.
Tonight at the production given by
the Gertrude Ewing company Mrs. K.
P. Hall, of Hotel Hall, has engaged
the two boxes at the Unique and will
give a box party in honor of Miss
Hal Richmond, of Clinton, who Is the
charming guest of Miss Mayme Moor-
man. Those in the party will be:
man.-Mayfield Messenger.
Eastern Star Reception This After-
noon.
The Ladies of the Eastern Star
are receiving this afternoon from
3130 to 4:30 o'clock in their lodge
rooms at the Fraternity building, in
honor of Mrs. &forret H. Terry, of
Louisville, worthy matron for the
state of Kentucky. The reception is a
very delightful affair, the rooms are
prettily decorated, and light refresh-
ments are served. After the recep-
tion there will be an inspection of
the Esther Chapter, Eastern Star by
Mrs. Terry.
Mrs. Terry arrived today at noon
from the south, and is the guest of
Mrs. Harry Johnston and Mrs. Anna
Wright during her stay.
Delphic Club.
The Delphic club met this morning
at the club room In the Carnegie li-
brary. An interesting program cov-
ering two morning's reglitar work
was carried, out. . Delightful papers
were given by Mrs. W. W. Powell,
Mrs. Frank L. 'Scutt, Mrs. George C.
Wallace. Mes. D. A. Yeiser and Miss
Kathleen Wei It
The meeting of the club next Toes..
clay will he a business; session and
the regular program will be dispensed
with,. The officers for the next year
wile be elected and the work for the
year will be decided
Box Party and Luncheon Tonight.
Mr, Herbert L. Walierstein will be
the host of a box party this evening
at The Kentucky theater at the _per-
formance of "The Venderbi:t Cup,"
where two of t!'dv. Warlerstehre latest
compositions win be sung by Miss
Alive Dovey and Mr. David Andrade,
of the company.
After the pfefornranee Mr. and Mrs.
Jacob Walderetein will entertain the
party at Luncheon at their home on
North Fourth street in honor of Miss
Dovey, Mr. Andrade, and Mr.- 1W. H.
Pickens, manager of "The Vanderbilt
Cup" company.
The entire family of Stationman
Bud Harvey, of Fire company No. 2,
Is ill of the grip
Police Judge Bunk Gardner. of
Mayfield, was in the city last night.
He has been in the eastern portion
of the district in the interest of his
campaign for railroad commissioner.
Mrs. Joe Bondurant Is recovering
from the grip.
Mr. R. B. Phillips ls out after a
ten days' Illness.
Miss Jennie Wire, of Mayfield, is
visiting in the city.
Mr. Ell Guthrie has gone to New
York to buy goods.
Mr. Sydney Loeb and bride will
arrive the last of this week from the
Give Yourself a. tift..
,
Td' make those billiard bolls go "pop,"
This player had to get on top,
And so let rigged a Grans to lift
Himself. What rare Inventive gift!
To get on top In any line,
Don't stand around %he floor and Omit
hig up visoritne: 'twill ter surprising
How big a lift is ADVERTISING,.
east where they have been on their
wedding tour.
Traveling Engineer Lloyd Grimes,
of the Illinois Central, was here yes-
terday.
Mr. Robert L. Reeves, president of
the First National bank, will return
today from the St. Louis, where he
inspected the completed plans for
the building at Third street and
Broadway.
Mr. James A. Glauber went -to
Nashville today to attend a stock
show.
Miss Mary Piles, of Fulton, re-
turned home yesterday after visiting
Miss Aline Utterback_ Next Friday
she will leave with her parents for
Seattle Wash., to reside, her father
being a brother of United States Sen-
ator Samuel Piles, of that state.
Samuel Winstead will return to
morrow to Bellbuckle Tenn., to
school, having conic home on ac-
count of illness.
Mrs. George Langstaff has return-
ed from Louisrille after visiting
Miss Lucy Barrett, of Louisville.
Mr. John R. Scott 'returned from
Nashville yesterday, after , having
been away several weeks.
'MT. Albert Husk left for Bowling
Green Isist night to attend the Itedeide
of his father, who is seriously ill.
Mrs. J. C. Flournoy went to New
Orleans last evening.
Senator Wheeler Campbell went to
Eddyville this morning.
Mrs. E. W. Fawcette, of New Al-
bany, Ind., who has been visiting her
brother, Mr. George Warfield, went
to Elizebethtown, pt., this morning
to visit,
Mr. Eddie Vincent, formerly of
this city but now of the Cairo road,
is seriously- IN at the home of his.
mother, Mrs. Robert Chambers, on
the Cairo ,Pllte.
Mr. W. NI. Berry formerly of the
Belvedere cafe, but now of Jackson,
Tenn., returned, to that city thie
morning after a brief visit in this city
with friends.
Mr. John Cobb, of Broaaway, is re-
covering from an attack of grip. His
right ear was affected, •
Mr. H. McCourt, general superin-
tendent of southern lines of the Illi-
nois Central, passed through the city
last night en route to Nashville.
Master Mechanic 11, J. Turnbull ac-
companied him as far as Princeton.
Mr. Oscar B. Jones, of San Ber-
nandino, Cal., arrived yesterday and
Is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Paul E.
Stutz on Jefferson street. Mr. Jones
has been living in ipalifornia five
years.
ren, 902'
Born to 3.t6rti  and,
baby. es
Misses Bernice Frost, Kate Wire,
Lucy Thomas, Jennie Wire, Toddle
Key and Mr. Ike Stiller:in went to
Paducah Monday to witness the pro-
duction of the "Vanderbilt Cup" to-
night at the Kentucky.-Mayfield
Messenger.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Sinith have re-
turned to Mayfield after a visit In
Paducah.
Ernest Reynolds spent Sunday in
Mayfield.
Mrs. Joseph H. Fowler, of 619
Kentucky avenue, is recovering from
an attack of grip-
Me M. Storey has been removed to
his home 1522 Broad street, after
having one of his legs amputated at
Riverside hospital.
Commonwealth's Attorney John G.
Lovett is In the city today on busi-
ness.
Mr. E. Rehkopf shows Improve-
ment In his condition today.
Mrs. B. A. Long, of Mayfield, ar-
rived today to visit Mrs. John Scott,
for a few days.
Mrs. Bettie F. Sherwin, Miss Geor-
gia Sherwin and Mr. John fie Sher-
win left this afternoon for Asheville.
C., where Mr. Sherwin and his
mother will remain through March.
Miss Sherwin will not stay so long.
Mrs A. C. Clark left yesterday
for the east to buy millinery. _
gene War-
. "W"'-glr
STRICKEN AT LABOR.
Gunther, Novelist and Playwright, Is
Dead,
New York, 'Feb, 26.--Arc.hlbadd
Clavering Gunther. publisher, novellre
and playwright, died soddenly Satur-
day night from apoplexy in his hotne
here. He had not been Ill and wa•
engaged in writing the hnst pages of
the manuscript of a may when he
was fetidly stricken. His fine OW-
easeful novel, "Mr. Barnes, of New
York," went through edition after
edition, and more than a million cop-
ies hare been sold here and in Eng-
land, In the dramatic field Mr. Gun-
there; 'best known work is "Prince
Karl."
DIF14 OF NICOTINE.
Connecticut Boy Smokes 70 Year Old
Pipe Secretly.
Waterbury. Conn., -Feb. 2,6.-(lity
Tanner.' aged 6 Years. in dead of nico-
tine poisoning Death came with vio-
lent convulsions. As an examination
*bowed iinmktakable signs of poi-
son, the medical examiner, Dr. A. A
Crane, returned a eertrlioate of death
by nicotine poisoning', caused by a
tripe *twenty years old, whit* the boy
had used ciandoeluely for weeks, Ii
tokik. Waiert, Tanner, 444 We grene.1
ttAttir-itid need the -a 
ii
oboe
Just a few very exclusive
styles in early arrivals.
See our Broadway
widow
Circuit Court,
The trial of the injunctien suit
brought by the Southern Peanut com-
pany to restrain Pollee Judge D. A.
Cross from hearing a charge of nuis-
ance made against it by John Holmes,
Mike Williams, et al., will be taken
up at the regular civil term of court
in April.
County Court.
Henry Hoyekamp, J. M. Faulkner
and Sol Riley have been named ap-
praisers of the estate of Betsy Ana
Matthews,
Marriage License,*
Harry to Lillie Coble.
Nathan Ward to 'Mary Chester.
Deeds Filed.
Henry Beach to Karl Holt, property
in the county, $1 and other consider-
ations.
Police Court.
Rodney Perkins, Fsti Brown, Dora
Berry, Beulah Caldwell, Herman
Lander and Minnie Wynn, colored,
charged with robbing Bud 'McKnight,
colored, of $25 were presented in po-
lice court this nlorning and after sev-
eral continuances the two latter were
bold over and reCognized. The evi-
dence consumed over an hour and
when sifted down showed McKnight
to have been left in the house of the
Wynn woman with Herman Lander
and the Wynn woman by the others.
He was drunk and When he awoke he
misused his money. By some strange
coincidence $15 alleged to have been
left at a local' saloon by 'McKnight
was discovered after warrants were
issued, but tthe other ;le was miss-
ing,
Other cases: Chen Smith, disarder-
ily conduct, $5 and costs; Willie Mutt,
Fred Thompson and Dougas Ran-
colioreds Oiseortletey nonduct,
$10 and costs each.
MILK AND CREAM ookreT HIGHER
Census Bulletin Givers Figures From
Reports of 1905.
Washington, Feb. 26.-That the
cost of milk and cream has advanced
enormously since 1900 as the result
of the curtailment of supply to the
tractory and the increasing market in
the large cities Is shown in a census
Satin for the year 1905. The cost
of cream increased 247.9 and milk
3.7 per cent.
According to the statement, there
were 8.926 establishments engaged
in the butter, cheese and condensed
mdlk industry In 1905, with an ag-
gregate capital of $47,255,566, and
employing 15,557 wage earners, who
received 17,412.937 in wages. The
cost f materials was $142,920, 277,
and the products were valued .at
$168.182,789.
At the census of 1905 there were
10,051 merchant flour and grist mills
in the United States: total capital,
$265,117,434; employed, 39,110
wage. earners, paid $19,822,196 in
wages. consumed $619 971,161
worth of materials, and manufactur-
ed products to the value of $713,-
033,395. These fissures represent an
increase of over 6 per cent. In num-
ber of stablishments, 40 per cent.
In capital and 42 per cent. in value
of products.
For a Nice Lawn.
l'se the World's Fair Prize Mix-
ture Lawn Grass Seed, nothing bet-
ter. Sold only by
C. L. BRUNSON & CO.,
529 Broadway.
The most complete as-
sortment of
E. &W.
Spring Shirts
shown in Paducah.
Hats
that are a credit to the
designers' art.
PAGE FIVE.
FUR Sail
down Tu hART'S
a great Big pile
uv sTuff
Fur 10 cents
Hart haint got
no rume tu tel u
here. So kum down
and C 4 Ure self
6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO
EAT at Whitehead's restaurant.
FOR Heating and Stovewood ring
437 F. Levin.
CLO I RES cleaned and repaired.
Jas. Duffy, Phone 956-a.
FOR SALE-Single comb brown
leghorn hens. Old phone 2673.
OVERSTREET, the painter. New
phone 1026, old phone 976.
SEND your clothes to the Fault-
less Pressing club, 302 1,4 Broadway.
High & Browder, proprietors. Dots
phones 1607.
FOR SAJIE-Faxon addition, lots
from $1i5,0 to $225)04. 56x193. H.
C. Ho)lins, Real Estate and Rentals.
Trueheart Bldg. Telephone 121.
FOR SALE-Business property In
heart of city at interesting prices. H.
C. Hollins, Real Instate and Rentals,
Trueheart Bldg. Telepsone 127.
WIDOW - With two children, 5
or 6 years old, apply F. Gent for po-
sition, River front and Jefferson
street.
•WANTED- Houseman. one who
understands the care of horses. Ap-
ply to %V. F. Bradshaw, 1520 Broad-
way.
FOR SALE-Six-horse power 500
good running
stake wagon,
127 and 129
volt Jenny Motor in
coder; also 2 horse
first-class order. Apply
Broadway.
FOR RIES7T-Two brick store
houses, Eleventh and Broadway, one
two-story brick business house.
Thirteenth and Clay. Paducah Brew-
ing company.
WAN"TED-Houst-teleanIng Jobs. I
anti ready to take any sort of a job,
 I big or little. Have had experience
I and will handle all work with the
1
 highest possible speed consistent with
thorough methods. Address or c.all
Edw. Gidley, phone 1013.
' FOR ---SA ISE-7-Heraben addition:
Vacant lot 66x1,65, corner Sixteenth
and Madison,. nicly drained, $1,1110.
Terms satisfactory to purchaser. Tel-
ephone 127, H. C. Hollins, Trueheart
Bldg.
, FOR BAlsE-North Side, high
entail residence property, lot 77x173,
cease to business section, $3,0400. H.
C. Hollins, Meal Estate and Rentals,
Trueheart Bldg. Telephone 127.
I FOR SALE-Clark street near
tEleventh, four houses renting for $27
per month, e2s000. Terms arranged.
Fl. C. 2
ph 127.
FOR 
Trueheart Bldg. Tole-
j SALIO-North Side: two-room
Spring Su its , rou,...rdou 40 af icier t ylotpa, bopexred . a ridA lc; e ao:i.ht -.
houses. H. C. Hollins, Real Testate
1
 
and rl IRengls, Trueheart Bldg. Tele-
phone
j ---EOR SALE-Small truck farm of
I about two acres. Fair improvements.
Four miles from Brookport, Ill.
Good location for a doctor. Address
W. G. Barrett, Box 104, R. F. D. No.
1, Metropolis, Ill,
FoETii.1.10-.-1211 acre tana -six
miles from Paducah on the Cairo
gravel road. Bargain if sold at once.
Terms to mutt purchaser. Plenty Of
fruit. Wen Improved. Address OWL
J. Jones, R. F. D No 2, Pfidneati.
Ky.
FOR RENT-Nicely furnisbed
front room, all conveniences, 837
Jefferson,
LOST-Plain Gold Locket with In-
itials "M. V. L.", between Cochran
apartments and Kentucky theater.
Return to this office and receive ro-
ward.
FOR SA.LE--Excellent warehouse
property on N. C. tracks 165 feet and
fronting 10-0 feet on street, including
11 room house with outbuildings and
one frame business house. $2.650. H.
C. Hicelins, Real Estate and Rentals.
Telephone 121.
FOR SALE--Fountain avenuefive-
room residence, frame, cabinet man-
tels, large rooms with closets, large
attic, out houses, well, fine' shade
trees. Lot eittitle0 to alley, $3.00to•
'H. C. Hollins, Trueheart Bldg. Tele-
phone 127.
WANTED-For C. 3. Army: Able.
bodied unmarried men between ages
of 18 and 35; citizens of United
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For information
apply to recruiting officer, New Rich-
Mond House, Paducah, Ky.
FOR SAILS-Magnificent home
close to business section, 13-Inch
brick waits to ceiling, large rooms
consisting of double parlors, kitchen,
dining room and five bed rooms; two
large halls, stationary washstands,
handsome cabinet mantles, porcelain
bath, hot. and cold water, gas and
electric light. Cistern and all out-
building Price MONO. H. C. Hol-
lins, Trueheart Building. Phone 121,
NoTiSgt
Public sale of household furniture
Thursday morning at 10 o'clock.
Three piece mahogany set, one leath-
er chair, one leather bottom chair,
two center tables, one book case and
books, one brass bed comseete.spring
mattress, one mahogany dresser and
wash-stand, two oak rockers, one
refrigerator, one buffet, one din-
ing room table and seven chairs, one
Birdseye maple bed, dresser and
rocker, one hat rack, one range, one
kitchen cabinet, one porch set, tour
rugs, two mattings. one hall tracker,
linoleum, one full set dishes 100
pieces, three kitchen chairs, one cot
and mattress, one lawn mower, two
kitchen tables, two dbuble blankets,
five comforts, two large size feather
pillows, four niedium size feather
pillows, lace and swiss curtains, 12
shades, one oval mirror pictures,
clothes hamper. two wash-stand sets.
wean tubs, board and clothes basket.
and other articles too numerous to
mention.
All slims of $5.00 and up 60 days
will be given.
J. B. GARBER,
1 730 Jeffersen.
Plucky Teacher on Duty.
Miss Kate %NM I t r4 of the Eighth
grad departmental work, who fell
yesterday morning at the Washing-
ton building and broke her left wrist,
returned to her school as soon as her
wrist was bandaged and Leavitt
thrrnigh the afternoon She is back
at her Work today, although suffer-
Ir6g much pain and inconvenience
from the fracture.
la liti2 people died of the plague
at Conetantinople at the rate of over
11,000 a week. in all 14,4,000 per-
111614.
"est
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Secifs Ernutston strengthens enfeebled
nursing mothers by increa:.ing their flesh and
nerve force..._
•
ett
ic
11
t
It provid2s 17,r.by with the necessary fat
and raincr_ I f!:.-..ccl Ea- healthy growth.
ALL DRUCOISTS: 50c. AND $1.00.
44.044e0"-* " 41-4isAk7
Good and Speedy Telephone
Service
Is the only posible result from our new and improved outside
construction, modern central oafr.. equipment and improved op.
renting rules. Let us put in a HOME phone for you:
12.50 h month for business phones,
$1.30 a month for residence phones.
PARUCAll HOME TELEPHONE CO.
ineerporat ed. 0
Modern Plumbing
You cannot say your home is
modern and comlortable if your
bathroom fixtures are old, and
unsanitary.
Modern plumbing and bath room equipment
makes your honie healthy and comicistable.
isesirtecr plumbing fixtures are the most durable
and san.Lary fixtures mad:. We handle tins line
wad acid our own guarantee to the manufacturers.
W..- combine skilled, experienced labor with rea-
s3nable prices and prompt same.
BOTH PHONES 201.
What We Know About Mars.
"A'Martian plain eft miles in diem_
eter would appear in a telescope
about as large as the dot on the
printed letter ti.• Even a city as
risit as London could not be seen,"
says 'Waldemar Kaeropffert in the
March McClure's, in his noteworthy
article, "What We Know About 60 terrestial ditch diggers, and keep Profit; that the Harriman syndicate
Mars." he simple language, without pace with a powerful Panama dred- had in the Alton capitalized losses of
NO SPECULATION
SAYS HARRIMAN
Denies Charges in Reference
to Alton Deal
Point Raised As To Right of Cont.
mission To Inquire Into Cer-
tain Transactions.
GOES INTO SPECIFIC DETAIL.
New York, Feb. 25.—E. H. Harri-
man, master of the Union Pacific 
system spent the day In recital
portions of the intimate history
1
 the financial operations of himself
and associates before the interstate
cornmerce commission. The counsel
for the government made a particu-
lar attack upon the reorganization
and financing of the A:ton railroad
by the Harriman syndicate and their
action which with a challenge by the
counsel for the railroads to the right
of the interstate commerce con2mis-
sion to inquire into private transac-
tions of an individual, constituted
the two chief events of the day s
proceedings.
By direction of counsel Harriman
declined to tell what proportion or
the preferred stock of the Alton,sold
to the Union Pacific, be:onged to hint
individually and the way was paved
for taking the question into the fed-
eral courts.
w], objected to this line of inquiry preme.court of
IGreat Northern and Northern PacificVie had about $R2.000.60°•Sold at an Advance.'•Instead of disposing of it at that
erne we held it until the market
price increased in value to some-
where near $145,"0,000 to $150,-
000,000. We sold some of it gradual-
ly air It went up, but at that value
the returns from the Northern Ph-
cite and Great Northern were less
than 3 per cent, on the stock that we
held. Therefore, we concluded that It
was better to sell these stocks and
invest the same money in other se-
curities that would give up greater
return."
Chicago and Alton Purchase.
Following the inquiry, Mr. Harri-
man was questioned respecting the
purchase and reorganization of the
Chicago and Alton company in 19(1.
Ms. Milburn, of Mr. Harriman's emits- Washington, Feb. 26.—The ali-
o! on the ground that it -cud not fall day decided the 
the United Staes to-t
Col-
of within the jurisdiction of the inter- 
case of the Gulf, 
erred° & Santa Fe Railroad company
vs the railroad commission of Texas,
involving state freight rates, favor-
ably to the state.
STATE MAY FIX
FREIGHT RATES
Decision of Supreme Court a
United States
Railroad Wins in Important case
From South With SIM Men—
Long Contention Settled.
RIGHT OF APPF.AL CHANGED.
recourse to the technical phraseology
Of science he tells us of the marvels
the .scieutkes have laboriowily Ms-
Wily in
his choice of figures and illustra-
14ions. Could one ittagine a more il-
luminating way of stating a fact than
his words on the manner of men the
Inhabitants of Mars must be—: "A
Martian laborer could perform as
nitwit work in a given time as 50 or
Mr. Kaenipffert is most
Limitations of Inquiry Raised.
The point raised Involves the ma-
ter-hal limitation upon inquisitorial
power of the commission and is of
serious importance to the whole
question of the interstate corpora-
tien investigation. There was an ef-
fort to show by Harriman's testimo-
ny and records of the company that
there had been enormous inflation of
the stock securities and liabilities of
the Alton: that the Harriman syndi-
cate had taken unfair profits by de-1
c
.
ating a dividend of 30 per cent.1
ifrom the proceeds of the first sale of
!bonds amountitig 140,000,0041;
that the syndicate had sold itself the
'i bonds at an unreasonable low figure,
only to resell them at an enarmotts'
ger. 
No man ever climbed 4ery high if Old management for betterments aP9r!,
state commerce commission.
"Much depended upon who fixed
the market price of stocks in such
transactions as thati *just named,"
said Chairman Knapp.
"If men could fix the market price
Changed by New Law.
Washington, Feb. 26.— In deeld-
and then sell their own stock at the ing the ease of the Texas Pacific Rail-
road, company vs. the Cotton Oil millsprice, it was a trasaction properly to
be inquired into. Mr. Harriman has at Abilene and Cisco, Tenn., favor-
ably to the railroad compaw, the su-said that be and his associates fixed
lpreme court of the United States to-the price for the Chicago and Alton
stock as a committee.
"Do you intend us to understand.
Mr. Milburn, that you hold this corn-
day held the common law right of In-
dividuals to ma.ke efelle'daint to the
couris against railroads for discrim-
ination, which exulted before the en-
Mr. Harriman was not himself an 
mission has no right to ask whether
atstmetke of the interstate commerce
owner and seller of a part of 
thatlaw had been destroyed by that enact-
stock?" 
,
Intent. The court therefore held !hat
Mr. Milburn replied that be
leomplaints must be made through the
thought such a queetton quite km 
. 
interstate commeree commission.
proper.
After some further discussion the
commission withheld its decision on
this point before proceeding with the
1.• the United States, involvinginquity respecting the sale of the burg
the authority of the secretary of warChicago and Alton. stock to the Un-
ion Pacific. Ito compel the alteration of the bridge
No Transactions Speculative, tin the interest of navigation, Was de-
Throughout this examination Mr. cided by the supreme court of the
rn-Heileman insisted that none of these united States soda) against the co
transactions were speculative. pany.
"I do not 'wish to give the impres-
sion that we have been speculating,"
he remarked, as Mr. Kellog prettified
him for replies concerning the pur-
pose of the acquisition of stock of
the Illinois Central, the Baltimore
and Ohio, the Chicago and Alton and
other roads. "They are for income
investment of the proceeds of the
Great N •
ic," said the witness.
Indians Gain Victory.
Washington, Feb. 2t6.—In decid-
ing today the case of Wallace vs. Ad-
ams, Involving lands of the Choctaw
nation ire fas-,K.o.f. Adams, the supretne
court of t.her -Ualtsed States upheld the
right of the Indian citizeuship court
to. fix the !status of members of the
Ctrectaw nation.
former ld 
, 
TOBACCO PRICES.
money which had been spent by 
the ment or de yo expect to sell them
"Are they for permanent Invest-" 
tatl it," 
Tobacco Association Fixes 1900
Schedule
" asked ,
covered through years of study lure he feared the long tumble down at-
effort. Ter he once got up._ 
Woman's Health
Is a heni
d t e at
tan n al
Harriman said he met the late by 
and no tobacco will be sold
ge too sacred to be experimented with. For her peculiar and 000,000 there was nothing to show declared Mr. Harriman.its only rut.dicints_pf knowns4M_Position and which con- eicept the expeditare of $22,000,000 the association for less than thercotiCs, or other harmful or habit-forming drugs in improvements on the property.should ploy whichfl'l lrequire-
merits is Dr Pierce's Favorite Pre5cription—a remedy with a record of
over forty yeat , of cures to recommend it ; a remedy, the makers of
v 1,1 0,2...print its formu a on every bottle-wranner  and attest its complete-.= 
ness and correctness under oat; a remedy devised and ada_pled to wom-,
an's dclicate constitution by an educatecriahvsicisin—an experienced 
specialist in woman's diseases; a remedy, every ingredient of which has
received tlig written endorsement of the Most eminent_ medical writers 
of all e several schools of eractice for the cue of • s uliar
whitdiseases; A r- us' y as more bona de • credit than an
Qther sold by druggIsts or woman's special  requirements. It is not
given away in the form of "trial bottles" to be experimented with, but
is sold at a fair price by all dealers in medicines.
Delicate, weak, nervous women should
-especially shun the use of alcoholic
medicines which, from their stimulat-
ing and exhilerating effects may seem,
for a time, to do good, but which from
the inevitable effects of the alcohol in
shrinking up the red corpuscles of the
blood are sure to do great and listing
harm in the long run. Beside. they
beget a craving for stimulente which is
most deplorable.
Only invigorating and nerve strength-
ening effects can follow the use of this
famous medicine for women. It can
not possibly do harni in any state or
condition of the system. It has been
carefully adapted to woman's needs by
an experienced physician—a specialist
in their diseases. It makes weak wom-
en strong and sick women well.
If a woman has bearing down, or
dragging pains, low down in the abdo-
men, or pelvis, backache, frequent
headaches, dizzy or fainting spells, is
nervous and easily otartled, has gnaw-
ing feeling in stomach, Rees imaginary
floating specks, or spots before her
eyes, bat+ natithimcholia, or "blues," or •
weakening disagreeable drain from pel-
vic organs, she can make no mistake
by resorting to the use of Dr. Pierce's
Favorite Prescription. It will invigor-
ate and tone up the whole system and
especially the pelvic organs.
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Perscription is
a scientific medicine, carefully, devised
by an experienced and skillful physi-
cian, and adapted to woman's delicate
system. It is made of native American
medicinal roots and is perfectly harm-
less in its effects in any condition of the
female oystem.
As a powerful invigorating tonic," Fa-
vortte Prescription" imparts strength to
the whole nyetem and to the organs
distinctly feminine in, perticeist. Pop
over-worked, "worn-out," rnn-down,"
debilitated teachers, milliners, drew-
makers, seamstresses, "shop - girls,"
botne-koepers, owning mothers, sod
feeble women generally, Dr. Pierce's
Favorite Prescription is the greatest
earthly boon, being uneqtraled as an
appetizing cordial and restorative tonic.
As a soothing and strengthening ner-
vine "Favorite Prescription" is un-
equaled and is invaluable in allaying
and subduing nervous excitability, ir-
ritability, nervous exhaustion, nervous
prostration, neuralgia, hysteria, apasms,
EleVitus's dance, and other distressing,
nervous symptoms commonly attendant
upon functional trd organic disease of
the uterus. It iri ces refreshing sleep
and relieves mental anxiety and des-
pondency.
No woman suffering from any of the
above symptoms Can afford to accept
any secret nostrum or medicine of un-
known compositioli, at a substitute for
a medicine like Dr. Pierce's Favorite
Prescription, which is OF KNOWN COM-
POSITION and hati a record of over forty
years of cures and sells more largely
to-day than ever before. Its makers
withhold no secrets from their patients,
believing open publicity to be the very
best guaranty of merit..
Dr. Pierce invites all suffering women
to consult him by letter free of charge.
All letters of consultation are held as
strictly private and sacredly confiden-
tial and•all answers are returned in
plain, pealed envelope.. Address: Dr,
B. V. Pierce, Invalids' hotel and Sur-
gical Institute, Buffalo, N. Y.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets cure con-
stipation. Constipation is the cause ofmany diseases. Cure the cause andyou core the disease. One "Pellet" is •gentle laxative, and two,* mild cathar-
tic. Druggists sell them, and nothing
is" just as good." They are the originid
Little Liver Pills first pet up by old
Dr. Pierce over 40 years ago. Much
Imitated, but never erynaled. They ars
tiny sugar-coated granules — easy 'to
take as candy.
Dr. Pierce's great thou•and-page illus-
trated Common Senile Medical Adviser
will be tent free, paper-boand, for 111
onteeent stamp.. or cloth-bottled On' $1
stamps. Address Dr. Pieros as above.
I have no
Harriman's testimony was a deni-,purchose of the Baltimore and Ohio.al of all the charges and towards the Hedid not think he discussed theend of tho afternoon he made an ex-,price with President Caseatt. Theretended explanation and defense of were no cohditions with Kuhn, Loebthe entire transactions which he con- 1& Co., as to the purchase of thetended was fully justified by con,11-:Baltimore and Ohio, and no outsidetions and circumstances of the time, understanding, It was a clean tran-and witi.ch he asserted had been con-isaction. It was a continuous line
•
ducted entirely in the open. /through other companies.
Harriman identified a statement
prepared by Controller Mahl.-2tenow-,
ing that the vain. of stocks acquir-
ed by the 17n:on Pacific and the Ore-1
gon Short Line since idly last
amounted to 1131.000,000.
Harriman testified that the pur-
chase of the Anion Paelfic Balti-
more anti Ohio amounted to $45,-
000,000. and were to be paid for in
March and September.
The inqifiry developed the fact
that after the detention of the au-
pi ewe court of the United States dis-
solvIng Northern Securities com-
pany the interest of the Union Pa-,
ettle company in that corporation was
returned to them In shares of the
Northern Pacific and Great Northern
company. These subsequently were
sold, as Mr. Harriman explained, be-
caese the revenues derived from them
were limited, and the proceeds were
Invested In stock of the Illinois Cen-
tral Railroad company, the Atehlaon.
Topeka and Santa Fe company and
the Baltimore and Ohio-company.
After SMash:Up.
"In the first place." said Mr. Har-
riman. "We has as the result of the
Ncrthern Pacific purchase $82,000,-
000 of Northern Securities stock at a
cost of about $79.000,000. Our an-
nual report and our statements all
show that. Then we were forced to
take, by the decision of the supreme
court unjustly—it May have been le-
gal—Great Northern, which we did
not want, and a teaser amount of
Northern Pacific than we had depos-
ited with the Northern Seturitiessand
for which we received the ,Northern
Securities stock. At the time that
stock. the Great Northern, and the
Northern Pacific was given to as—
forced upon us—it had a market Tal-
i% or shoat $1011000.0110 I WM
an back just a minute We had sub-
scribed in the Meantime to $3,000,-
000 of Great Nortitern stock, which
had been offered to the stockholdOrs,
i niaking the total cost of whaterart
New York Life Transaction.
Harriman denied knowledge of or
participation in the sale of $10,000,-
000 of the bonds 'of the Chicago and
Alton at 96 to the New York Life
!mu-ranee company.
A widow in half morning
Dotb by that sign confess
That she is half a mind to—nay
It's up to you to guess.
—Puck.
over a period of ten years, and al-
ready charged to operating expenses;
that the books of the company had
been doctored and that for an in-
crease of stock and liabiliaies from
Upholds Secretary of War.
Washington, Feb. 2S.—The case of
the Union Bridge company of Pitts-
pec ons about  .
said Mr. Harriman. "I never thought
of that: It never crossed my mind; I Clarksvilte, Tenn., Feb. 24.—Tho
it is for the purpose of receiving six following are the prioes tilted on all
million and a half donate; a year In grades of tobacco of the 190.6 crop
wend of three million and a half " by the Dark Tobacco Protective assts.
President Cassatt, of the Pennsylva- prices named. mrd tall tobacco pledged
Ma railroad, i n  August or Septem- to the asetelatkrn will be sold:Harriman F.nteri laenia . ber at Bar Harbor and discussed the Italian--Grade A, $17 per 100 MS.:
grade B, $P5; grade B-2, $13: grade
C-1, $11; low grade C, $9.5e.
• Austrian—Grade A, 117.75; grade
B-1, 115:50; grade 13-1, 11.1.6.0,
grade 0-1. $12.50; grade C-2, ;11.50.
i French—nrade A, light. $11.54;
grade IL Night, $9.05; grade BC, $9;
grade C, $8.54; i'ow grade C, 18;
grade A, heavy, $12; grade B, heavy,
I 
A. $ 9 apa.11::i ;nigerlih--0(le 
C, heavy,
e$f9, 'all ; grade
B, leaf, $9.54; grade C. $8.6.0; low
lugs (trash), $6; lugs, common.
$G.23; medium, $6.75; good, $7.5.0:
fine, $7.6.0.
African and Bailers--Common, $9;
medium, $9; gdbd, $10: fine, $12.
Spinners--Pine, $14; good, $12:
medium, $10.50; common, $9.50:
n10111'141, $9:
'Club crapperseTptinre„ $20;•
;lc. good, $1.5rnie:iflisM, $14;
mon, $12,
efe t " Snuff leaf —Fine. $12, gcod.
toe,
corn-
Success is not only getting ere 11;
but getting there ahead of the °the' medium. $10; common, $9.
An Inspiration.
The only way to make the avernes "Yes., that's where I got the no-
man appreciate anything is to take Don," Hartwell remarked wandering
It away from him.
Waft=
'%14Misk#0
Cut Prices in Dental Work Until
April 1st.
Gold Shell Crowne..... •  • • •
Gold Fillings $1.00 op
feller Fillings 75e
Partial Plates 
All work guaranteed.
Cut this coupon out and bring
It with you. It is worth $1.00.
Each person Is limited to one
coupon for each job of plate or
bridge work only. Until aux
Apirl 1, '07.
back to his seat in tlie window. "I've
wanted to do it for years, but I've
'never felt quite sure of myself. I
was afraid of missing it. He was an
uncle of mine, my father's half bro-
ther and I was named for him.. He
was killed in one of the big battles
of Sixty-four, when 1 was a child.
n+er'eaw him—never knew him un-
til he had been dead for twenty years
And then, one night. I Male to know
hint as we sometimes In living per-
sone—intimately, in a single mo-
ment."
Thus the elitist In Willa Sibert Cs-
ther's story, "The Namesake," in
the March McClure's begins his story
of the inspnation for his great statue
"The Co:or Bearer" that made hint
the envy of the Latin Quarter of Par-
is. and the romtantic tale gives us a
remarkable amount of the way in
which an inspiration sometimes
grows, Trough it Miss Cather shoal,
its owe tweeter to the often asked
qnestitens: "Where did he get the Th-
spirationt" "Did it come In a flash.
or itiel it develop gradually?"
Or. King Brooks —Iteeha" the "bargain." y"bal. • o‘eriooked lately would hese re-
educed the "coat of Behr very ma-
Math and Broeding.
To Save Money
COOK WITH GAS
To Save More Money
Buy your Gas Stove between now
and.March 1. On that date the prices
on stoves will be increased 10 to 15
per cent.
Now is Your Chance
The-- 
Paducah-Light Power Co.
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
ABRAM L. WELL & CO.
A getate ft•r
Travelers Insurance Co.
Biggeat and Oldetst-
Office Phones 369. Residence Phones 726
Campbell Building, PaduCah, Ky.
NEW CAPITAL IN CAMFORNLI.
Berkeley Seems to Re in Favor on
Account of Sacramento's bow-
eta/ability.
Ran Francisco, Feb. 24.—Many
members of the state leglele4ure who
came from Sacramento yesterday to
Inspect Berkeley as a possible new
state capita declare that the senate
and assembly will agree to transfer
the capital to the university toen
'a.ettass the.leal. :Whether pie .lookopie
will approve this is uncertain. San
Francisco, Alameda and' Los Angeles
counties favor Berkeley because of its
better geographical position. Sacra-
mento is hard to reach sand it has no
advantages as a capital, having poo;
hotel facilities and bad train connec-
tions,
Not Prepared.
Mother, May I go out to skate?
No, my darling Sue.
Poitpone it, My dear, till we ca7
get
Some arnica for you.
--Denver Post.
If you would_ cans. a • woman's
heart to ache, rem at the object or
her affections.
 1111111111S. 
CHEAP
10W 
PRICED
SMALL HOMES
Near city, fertile, high, dry land, in best neighborhood;
feet frontage on Buckner Lane Road, said road just
graveled in front of this and. Has 757 feet front on
Htnkleville Gravel Road, and plat gives 40 feet cross roads
:
Have just platted into lots of about five acres each the 240 acre
(Williams) tract, joining the Pines lands on west. Bounded
next to city by Perkins Creek and Pines lands between,
Buckner Lane' Road and HinklevIlle Gravel Road. Has 4138
through the tract, so that each and every lot fronts either on
these gravel roads or these newly opened roads. Most of the
lots front at each end on these roads. No nicer land in Mc-
Cracken county. The 20 acres front on Hinkleville road has
nice grove of forest trees on It. and lays so, as to make ideal
residence sites.
Price on the HInkleville road front l $100.00 per acre, of
terms. While these prices are uniform, there is difference in
desirability of lots and first customers get choice. Come
and see plat and list men who have taken dozen lots before I
could get the parcels staked off. For home or Investment lots
you lose opportunity if you fail to take this. On one lot is new
6-roorn house which is priced at $800 additional to cost of
land at $66 acre.
W. M. JANES
e
which $10 acre cash balance in monthly or quarterly pay-
ments 
Building
Old Phone 997-r
eimmeolommo
running five ye s. All other lots t65 acre on same
A
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Rheumatism
- caused by tiny grains of uric
acid sand in your joints or muscles,
which scratch and irritate your nerves
in a thousand places. At ti rst you only
feel a twinge now and then, in the foot,
leg, shoulder, back, or elsewhere. But
in time, as the deposits of uric acid
sand increase, chronic rheumatism
results and cripples you with pain.
Uric acid is a part of the body'
waste, and is being produced by t.11
tissues all over your body all thc • 
time. If your blood is weakened by
cold,' injury, infection, or any other
cause, or if you 'eat more—particu-
larly meat—than your tissues can
use, the waste matter is not thrown
out through the kidneys fast enough,
and uric acid accumulates." One col
the world's greatest scientists, Alex-
ander Haig, A. M., M. D. Oxon.,
F. R. C. P., of England, says:
" Every man who eats ordinary
diet with meat twice a day, will, by
Me time he is 35 or .to, have accum-
ulated 3oo to ifoo grains (weight)
of uric and in his tissues, and be
subject to chronic rheumatism." 97,
- Once uric acid sand has a hold,
your blood unaided cannot remove it.
YOU MUST GIVE IT LIFE
PLANT! LIFE PLANT is Nature's
own weapon against uric acid. Given
LIFE PLANT, which has the power
of dissolving vtu-ic acid sand, your
blood will thoroughly clear your
body of the cause of rheumatism and
other uric acid diseases. Thousands
sf unsolicited testimonials joove what
LIFE PLANT will do. Read this:
was atIlicted with ihemnatism in my knees
and arms, which were to badly swollen that I tow
obliged to crawl up and down stain and almow
unable to do any work. I also suffered a great deal
of pain at night. Aftes-1 had taken four bottles oi
Lift Plant I was entirely cured, and have not suf.
turd since. I heartily recommend it to any person
sfAicted with rheumatism."
A. K. DUCK, Leetonia, Ohio.
No matter what your trouble may
be, write your symptoms to Dr. I. J.
Mizer, President of the Life Plant
Co., Canton, Ohio, and get his per-
sonal advice free. Our valuable
book—GOOD H EA LTH—mai led
frec to anyone on request.
THE LIFE PLANT CO., Canton, 0.
Close Approech.
you ever see a Wolf
in sheep's clothing?"
Belle—"No, but I've seen a cat in
Persian lamb."—Brooklyn Life,
Ohtir AND eeuselt. )
VP& Cho Riga] tor unciatur.
I. 1 ta Stant divebarem,Innanimationt
Otarast.ed irra.tmoos or toe.memiee
iii (4 ',wow*. of mac eat niembrants
cw•uumw. Paibleas, and DOS eaten
I ElilkS CAtisiett£03. seitt or orderineua
CANCORIAT1,0 Sold by Orms400114,
Lh. or soot .a plain wraps*
by mistress, resold, to
• 00 ve 3 lie War 12.71
LAZY LI
"1 lad Casemate so good Rahn 1 would not la
without them. I was troubled's great deal with
6•4044 liner and headache. New ',ince taking
COStiarete Candy Cathartic I feel very touch better
I shall certainly reeemmend them to my friends
as the best atedlelne I hare ever teen"
&Dna !Menet. Ottwni Mill Mo. I, Fall Mew, Kau.
Pleasant, Palatable. Potent Taste Good, Do Good,
Pierer 51st.,,. Weaken or Gripe, Ifle. tSe, bile. Nevcisold in bolt. The gennulat tablet *tamped CLiam...mead to eau, out menet back.
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. Sot
ANNUAL SALE, TEN 110LUON BOXES
RacItache,
Pain in the
Hips and Groins
In most eases are direct restate of
WEAK KIDNEYS and LNELAII-
MATION OF THE BLADDER.
The strain on the Kidneys and in
flamed 'membranes lining the nee*
of the Bladder producing them
pains.
LARK'S
KIDNEY
GLOBES
WILL CURE IT
Two doses give relief, and one box
will cure any ordinary ease of Kid-
ney or Bladder trouble. Removes
Gravel, cures Diabetes, Seminal
Emissions, Weak and Lame Back,
Rheumatism and all irregularities
of the Kidneys and Bladder in both
men and women. Sold at 50 mats
a box oil the No Cure No Pay bade
by MrPherson's drug store, Fourth
and Broadway, sole agents for Pa-
ducah, or sent by 'tail upon receipt
of price to lark Medicine Co., Lot
Wills, Ky.
KILL THE 0 • UCH
AND CURE TI a LUNC8
W Td Dr. King's
New Discove
CoONSUMPTtON PriceFOR QUOIN and GOe &SLOG
10$ I me Trial.
ureet ...dd Quickest Cure for all t
THROAT and LUNG TROD E.-
Lail, se ICON MY Mat.
•
T HE
asquerader
By KATHERINE CECIL THURSTON,
Author of "The Circle." Etc.
Copyright. 1904. by Harper fe Brothers
(Continued trees Yesterday.)
CHAPTER X VIII.
HAT night for almost the first
time since he had adopted his
dual role Loder slept ill. He
was not a man over whom im-
igination held any powerful sway. His
loubts and misgivings seldom ran to
speculation upon future possibilities.
Nevertheless, the fact that, conscious-
17 or unconsciously, he had adopted a
new attitude toward Eve came home
to him with unpleasant force during
:he hours of darkness, and long before
the first hint of daylight had slipped
through the heavy window curtains he
mad arranged a plan of action-a plan
wherein, by the simple method of alto-
tether avoiding her. he might soothe
his own conscience and safeguard Chit-
tote's domestic interests.
It was a safisfaetore If a somewhat
negative arrangement, and he rose next
wonting with a feeling that things had
begun to shape themselves. But chance
sometimes has a disconcerting knack of
forestalling even our best -planned
schemes. Ile dressed slowly and de-
scended to his solitary breakfast with
the pleasant sensation of having put
last night out of consideration by the
turning over of a new leaf, but scarce-
ly bad he opened C'bilcote's letters,
scarcely had he taken a cursory glance
it the morning's newspaper than It was
borne in upon him that not only a new
leaf, but a whole sheaf of new leaves, had
been turned iii Ins prospects by a head
litinitely more powerful and arbitrary
than his own. He realised within the
space of a few moments that the lei-
sure Eve might hare claimed, the lei-
;lire he might have been tempted to de-
vote to her, reas-ao longer his to dis-
pose of, being already demanded of
him from a quarter that allowed of no
refusal.
For the first rumbling of the pelitical
tarthquake that was to shake the coun-
try made itself audible beyond denial
en that morning of March 27 when the
news spread through England that. In
dew of the disorganized state of the
Persian army and the shah's conse-
ment inability to suppress the open in-
surrection of the border tribes In the
northeasters, districts of Meshed, Rus-
sia, with a great show of magnanimity,
had come 'to the rescue by dispatching
a large armed force from her tullitare
station at Herr across the Persian
frontier to the seat of the disturbance.
To many hundreds of Englishmen
who read their papers on that moruing
this announcement conveyed but little.
That there is such a couutry as Persia
we all know, that English interests pre-
dominate In the south and Russian in-
terests in the north we have all super-
tidally understood from childhood, but
in this knowledge, coupled with the
fact that Persia is comfortably far
away, we are apt to rest content. It is
only to the eyes that see through long
distance glasses, the minds that regard
the present ats nothing more or less
than an inevitable link joining the fu-
ture to the past, that this distant, de-
batable land stands out in It. true po-
litical significance.
To the average reader tef Dews the
statement of Russia's move seemed
scarcely more important than bed the
first report of the border risings in
January. but to the men who had
watehed the growth of the disturbance
It came charged with portentous mean-
ing. Through the entire ranks of the
opposition, from Friable himself down-
ward, it caused a thrill of expectation-
that peculiar prophetic sehsation that
every politician has experienced at
some moment of his career.
In no inerrther of his party did thts
feeling strike deeper root than in Loder.
Imbued with a lifelong Interest in the
eastern question, specially equipped by
personal knowledge to hold anal pro-
claim an opinion upon Persian affairs,
he read the ramie and portents with in-
stinctive insight. Seated at Chileote's
table, surrounded by Chlicote's letters
flI111 papers, he forgot the breakfast
thnt was slowly growing cold, forgot
the interests and dangers, personal or
pie:mu-able, of the night before, while
his mental eyes persistently 'conjured
up the Mirp of Persia. traveling with
steady deliberation from Mery to He-
lased, from Meshed to Herat, from Tier-
at to the empire of India! For it was
not the fact that the Hazeras bad risen
against the shah that occupied the
thinking mind, nor was it the fact that
Russian and not Persian troops were
,lestined to subdue them, but the deep-
ly important consideration that an
armed Russian force had crossed the
frontier and was encamped within
twenty miles of Meshed-Meshed, up-
on which eovetona Ittleslan eyes have
rested ever eine*, the days of Peter the
/reet.
So !Adores thoughts ran as he read
end reread the news from the varying
political standpoints, and so they con-
tinued to run when, some hours later,
in urgent telephone message from the
et. utteorgees Onzette Retied him to call
it lAkelers office.
The message was interesting as well
is imperative, and be made an instant
response. The thought of bakeley's
keen eyes and plurevrd enthusiasm le-
eway* itasseeseed, sporong- ettrestreog -Sw-
ills own slower temperetneet, but even
nail this impetus been lacking, the
knowledge that at the St. fle.orges
flees, If awyweere, the true feelings of
die party were Invariably yoked %emit!
base &Awn him without hesitation.
  gaggt when hesete pLle et We fiilr141,111b rt.
!el! ali.eatt. tie sile :t 0.11 '
6
everywhere diffused was making itself
felt. hoder mulled to himself as his
eyes fell on the day's placards with
their uncompromising headings and
passed onward from the string of gay-
ly painted carts drawn up to receive
their first consignment of the paper to
the troop of eager newsboys passing in
Ind out of the big swing doors with
their piled up bundles of the early edi-
tion, and with a renewed thrill of
Anticipation and energy he passed
through the doorway and ran upstairs.
Passing unchallenged through the long
tortidor that led to Lakeley's office. he
?aught a fresh impression of action
tud titality from the click of the tape
timehlues in the subeditor's office, and
t glimpse through the open door of the
inbeditors themselves, each occupied
with his particular task; then without
time for further obeervation he found
almself at Lakeley's door. Withotit
waiting to knock, as he bad felt corn-
wiled to do on the one or two previous
ecciusions that business had brought
him there, he immediately turned the
handle and entered the room.
Editors' officers differ but little in
zeneral effect. Lakeley's surroundings
were rather more elaborate than is
.isual, as became the dignity of the
tklest Tory evening paper, but the at-
uosphere was unmistakable. As Loder
sntered he glanced up from the desk
it which he was sitting, but instantly
etturned to his task of looking through
Ind making a pile of early evening edi-
tions that were spread around him.
His coat was off and hung on the chair
*hind him, and be pulled vigorously
m a long cigar.
e'ellello! That's right." he said laeon-
icelly. "Make yourself comfortable
lair a second, while I skim the St.
etephenes."
His salutation pleased Loder. With
nod of acquiescence be crossed the
Ace to the brisk fire that burned in
-he grate.
For a minute or two Lakeley worked
steadily, occasionally breekingthe quiet
ty an unintelligible remark or a vigor-
sow streee of his pencil. At last he
lropped the paper with n gesture of
satisfaction and leaned back in his
their.
"Well," he said, "what d'you think
if this? How's that for a cornplica-
Ion?"
Loder turned round. "I think," he
said quietly, "that we can't overesti-
mate it."
Lakeley laughed and took a long pull
tt his cigar. "And we mustn't be
Maki to let the Sefborough crowd
mow it, etir He waved his hand to
he politer of the first edition that hung
tetore his desk.
Lotter. h!s gluuee. funned.
Lakeley laughed again, 'They might
have known It all along if they'd cared
to deduce," he said. "Did they really
believe that Russia was going to sit
calmly limiting across the Harl-Rud
while the shah played at mobilizing?
But what became of you last night?
We had a regular prophesying of the
whole business at Bramfeles; the great
Fratcle looked in for five minutes. I
went on with him to the club after-
wnrd and was there when the news
came in. 'Twas a great night!"
Loder's face lighted up. "I can imag-
ine it," he said, with an unusual touch
of warmth.
Lai:stiff watched bins intently for a
moment. Then with it quick action
he leaned forward and rested his el-
bows on the desk.
"It's going to be something more
than imagination for you, Chlicote," he
said impressively. "It's going to be
solid earnest:" He spoke rapidly and
with rather more than his lomat
shrew-d decisiveneest then be palmed to
see the effect oe lets announcement.
.Loder was stit itetlying the Miring
poster. At the other's words he turn-
ed sharply. Something In Lakeiey's
voice, something in his manner, arrest-
ed him. A tinge of color crossed his
face.
"Reality?" be said. "What do you
mean?"
For a further space his companion
watched him, then with n rapid move-
ment he tilted back his chair.
-Tee," he said. "Yes; old Fralde's
instincts are never far out. He's quite
right. You're the man!"
Still cidietly. but with a etrdnge urn-
To Introduce
Royal Nerve Tablets
The English Remedy
for Nervoni Prostra-
tion, Lost Vitality
and all wanting dis-
eases, the Rogers Co.
will give a limited
number of $1 peek-
aril if this ad aud
25e is brought to
McPHERSON'S
Drug Store.
deietlow of excitement. Lotter left the
fire and, coming forward, took a chair
at Lakeley's desk. ,
"Do you wind telling we what you're
driving at?" he ftblit'd in his old, te-
ctonic yoke.
Lakeley still scrutinized him with an
air of brisk milisfactiou; then with a
gesture of finality he tossed his cigar
away.
"My dear chap," he mild, "there's go-
ing ..to be a breach sotnewhere-aud
Fraide says you're the man to step in
and fill it: You see, live years ago,
when things looked lively on the gulf
and the Buntlar Abbas business came
to light, you did some promising work,
and a reputation like that sticks to a
man even when be turns slacker! I
won't deny that you've slacked abomi-
nably," he mudded as Loafer /wide an un-
easy movement, "but slacking has dif-
ferent effects. Some men run to seed,
Gibers mature. I had almost put you
down on the black list, but I've altered
my mind in the last two months."
Again Loder stirred in his *eat. A
host of emotions were stirring in his
mind. Every word wrung from Lakeley
was another stimulus to pride, another
subtle tribute to the curious force of
personality.
"Well?" he said. "Well?"
Lakeley smiled. "We all know that
Sefberougies ministry is-well, top-
heavy," he said. "Sefborough is build-
ing his card house just a story too high.
It's a toss up what'll upset the balance.
It might be the army, of course, or it
might be education, but it might quite
as well be a matter of foreign policy!"
They looked at each other in compre-
hensive silence. -
"Yon know as well as I that it's not
the question of whether Russia cornea
into Persia, but the question of wheth-
er Russia goes out of Persia when these
Hasaras ate subdued! lay you what
you like, Chilcote, that within one week
we hear that the risings are suppress-
ed, but that Russia, instead of retiriug,
has advanced those tempting twenty
unites and comfortably ensconced her-
self at Meshed-as she ensconced her-
self on the island of Ashurada." Lake-
ley's nervous, energetic figure was brac-
ed, his light blue eyes brightened by
the Intensity of his interest.
"If this news comes before the Eas-
ter recess," he went on. "the first nail
can be hammered in on the motion for
adjournment. And If the right man
fleet it in the right way I'll lay my life
'twill be a nail in Sefleorougles coffin."
Lacier sat very still. Overwhelming
possibilities had suddenly opened be-
fore him. In'a moment the unreality
of the past months had become real; a
tangible justification of himself and
his imposture was suddenly made pos-
sible. In the stress of 'understanding
he, too, leaned forward, mad, rests*
his elbows on the desk, took his face
between his hands.
For a space Lakeiey made no remark.
To him man and man's moods came
second in Interest to his paper and his
party politics. That Chilpote should he
:omelet's of the gloriestbe had opened
up seemed only nebula; that be alienist
show that consciousness/ti a becoming
;levity seemed only right. For some
seconds he made no attempt to dieturb
him, but at last his own irrepressible
setivity made silence unendurable. He
:'aught up his pencil and tapped im-
patiently on the desk.
"Chileote." he said quickly and with
gleam of sudden anxiety. "you're not
by any chance doubtful of yourself?"
At sound of his voice !oder lifted his
face. It was quite pale again, but the
energy and resolution that had (tome
.nto it when Lakeley first spoke were
;still to be seen.
"No, Lakeley," he said very slowly,
-It's not the sort of moment In which
s man doubts himself."
(To be continued.)
Willie wailed and Winnie wheez-
ed, while Wintry winds whined
weirdly. Willie wrIggfed while Win-
nie wheel at wretchedly. Wisdom
whispers winter winds work- wheez-
es. Wherefore we write, -Use Kenne-
dy's Laxative Cough Syrup." Nothing
else so good. Sold by Lang Bros.
Value of Laughter.
A good laugh is the best medicine
le the world.
If we laughed more we should ail
be happier and healthier.
True, we are a busy and a very
practical people, and most of us prob-
ably find more in this life to bring
the frown than the smile; but at the
some time, it is a pity- that we do
not laugh more—that we do not hiring
ourselves to the laugh, if need be.
Physicians have said that no other
feelings work so much good to the
entire human body as that of Merri-
ment,
As a digestive it is unexcellee; as
a means of expanding the lungs there
Is nothing better.
It keeps the heart and face young. 
Itis the best of all tonics to the
spirits.
It Is, too, the
ail sensations.
most enjoyable of
•
All headaches go
When you grow wiser
And •learn to use
An "Early Reser."
De Witt's Little Early Risers, safe,
sure pills.
Lang Bros.
Just a Word.
Don't ever Pine.
Don't ever mope,
Don't ever bid
Goud-hy to hope. ..
Bute push ahead,
rate 'Ito or dle."
And though you fall,
lIe sure you tr.
--Ohm !wham Age-liersid.
HITCHCOCK'S WAY
OF GETTING EVEN
Just Does His Duty and Sees
Enemies in Toils
Why Congressman Monde!! Opmesed
.Ippropriatiosi Is Beemising elore
Aisparent,
ENTUIRS HONIESTEAD CLAIM
Waehington, D. C., Feb. 26.- -As
a parting shot Secretary of the Inter-
ior Hitchcock has thrown a bomb
among the politicians in eongrese
who have criticised his campaign
against pubele land grafters.
Representative Mondell, of Wyom-
ing, induced the house of representa-
tives last week to adopt an amend-
ment to the sundry civil bill forbid-
ding the exambration of lands em-
braced in entry on which final proof
has been made un:ese the interior de-
partment has information furnishing
good grounds to suspect fraud or non-
compliance with the law as to that
specific entry.
While Mr. Mondell was advocating
this amendment Secretary Hitchcock
learned that the Wyoming repreeenta-
(lye had flied final proof for a patent
on a homestead of 164) acres near his
home town, Neweastle. In att affida-
vit accompanying his application Mr.
Mondell declared he had resided on
the place continuously for the term
required by law. He applied for thu-
homestead under the agriculture.:
!land laws,
Evidence of Fraud Dineovered.
The department has been informed
there Is no residence on the home-
stead and also that there is coal un-
derlying the surface. Before aPprov-
fug Mr. Mondelee application Secre-
tary Hitcheock has sent a speck
.
_
agent to Newcastle to make a thor-
ough investigation and upon hie re-
pert the department will act.
edr. Mondell has been .the leader
In the house in the fight against Sec-
retaey Hitchcock. In every way he
could he has hampered the polio, of
the secretary and is pursuing in his
less important role the ‘same tactics
as Senators Warren, Carter and oth-
ers have followed in the senate. In
the public lands committee, of which
he is senior member—and of ehich
he should be chairman In the next
congress if the rule of eeneority is
followed—and in the appropriatOis
committee Mr.- Mondell has been ac-
tive in preventing the enactment of
reforms whkh President Rum:et-cat
and Secretary Hiechcock have advo-
cated.
President-Tries to Cheek Frauds.
Finding so many evidences of
fraud In connection with the furnish-
ing of final proof for land entries, the
president, upon recommendation of
Mr. Hitchcock, issued last December
an order forbidding the issue of final
certificates,. patents or other evidence
of title until a need examination had
been made by government agents.
It being shown that this order was
too sweeping in its scope, the presi-
dent meddled the order by excepting
from its provisions final five year
honeestead ientrieet heretofore made
where proof was satisfactory and corn
plete; homestead entries commuted
on ceded Indian lands, in which an-
nual payments were required: entries
where claimant's cempliance with the
law had been estabeished by contest
or other regular adverse moceedIngs:
entries confirmed by virtue of any act
of congress; selections and entries in
rems•
Riker's
1
Violet Cerate
50c
I!VI oulf the mild wit their* that
irQuai our Untidy,—
We have just ertsresj the
exclusive agency for Iliker's
celebrated toilet preparation.,
probably the most popular
on the market today, and shall
always carry ?nub stocks of
all of them.
Hiker's Toilet ('era( e Is just
ly famed.. It comet in 30e
package's and if you have
never tried it you have a
pleasure in Adore for you.
Drop In to tleC the extenelve
line of toilet preparations we
carry, or phone us your or-
tiers, as we make prattle dr.
liveries Of. all phone orders.
GILBERT'S
Drug Store
4tb and Broadway
Agent for original Allecrettl
Orodleo
I NelieNtetetetirtetete"41,,,,WW. seeerse
Pure
Drugs
If you need Drugs, anything
In the Toilet Line, a prescription
tilled promptly and correctly, or
anything in the Patent or Pro-
prietary Medicine Line, tele-
phone S. H. Winstead, tee Drug-
gist, either phone 756, Seventh
and Broadway. Here are a few
things which he does well:
He tries to merit your trade.
He handles only the beet
goods.
He gives prompt attention to
telephone orders.
He delivers goods promptly.
Ile makes a specialty of his
Prescription Departmeirt.
He employe none but licensed
prescription clerks
He treats you as he would
ha,ve you treat him.
He extends every courtesy to
each customer.
Ile appreciates your trade.
So don't forget, when you
need anything in the Drug or
Druggist Sundry Line, to tele-
phone 756 and see what prompt
and satisfactory service you will
get.
S. H. WINSTEAD
PROPRIETOR
WINSTEAD'S DRUG STORE,
BOTH PHONFS 7511.
Broadway and Seventh Street. 
whichno residence or improvement
was required by law when :ands were
not embraced in mineral localities:
reissuance of patent because of some
clerical error; and military bounty
land warrants and other similar war-
rants when requisite proof had been
made.
Mondell Fights Against Inquiries.
-.Even these concessions were deem-
ed inadequate, and when the interior
department asked for $5010.410J0 to be
used in employing special agents to
carry into effect the order of the pres-
ident Representative Mondell appear-
ed before the appropriations commit-
tee opposition thereto. He insisted
that an investigation was impossible
unless millions instead of thousands
of dellars were expended.
Ile stated that the average number
of proofs passed to patent per annum
was about 65,010e. There are now
pending for examination about Gleetell
in addition to -5.001) almost ready for
settlement. He asserted that the
experience of the land office slowed
that one agent could not handle more
than 60 entries a year, and that as
with $500tenee only 75 agents could
be employed, they tvotild be able to
examine only 4,5/00 cases per annum.
The money asked for would not be
available before July 1 next, so that
by June 5,0, leile. appuroxlmetely
teeeloo ca-es would he awaiting set-
tlement and great hardships would be
suffered by the applicants.
Department Hit by Amendment.
The committee cut down the depart
men t' s estimate to $ e5 tOte0 .
Use a Ittre KODOI, after your
meals and It will be round to afford
a prompt and efficient relief. KODOL
nearly approximates the digestive
juices. It digests what you eat. It is
Sold on a guaranteed relief plan.
Sold here by Lang Bros.
MARK TWAIN SWETTENHAM.
( New York Timm.)
"I meant to be Jocutar."--Sir Al-
exander Swettenham.
"Americans, in Humor's name,
Do you not know- a clever stroke!'
Yoh read my letter, but—for shame'
You wholly failed to see the joke!
"When Devi/4 got that screaming
fake
That shining gem of British quip,
There should have beets a water-
quake
Produced by laughter on his whip
"instead, he saw no joke at all,
His fleet departed In a hunch.
And I am slated for a fall,
But I don't care! trite for
Punch!'
Plies of people have Piles. Why
suffer frbm piles Wired' youcan use
DeWitt'a Cirbolized Witch Hazel
Salve and get ?elite Nothing else too
'toed. Beware of imitations. See that
the mime is *teemed on each bog
Sold by Long Bros.
Mpark l'Iug Out.
(ilogwallow Kentuckian.)
'Me mail carrier was detained PPS-
PTIII hoer* on his trip this week on
aceennt of his Watch tivisig riotrn Ok
hial tieStdeatly,
Oak Dale Hotel
Brook part, Ill.
Rates $1 a Day Eventhing 01
irs.1 & lidElk Proprietress.
DRAUGHON't
giaifie44,V
t Incorporated.)
NANKAI, 112-3111 Ne
27 Colleges in 15 States positions ••
.red or money REPUNDFD •iso teach •3
MAIL. Catalogue will convince von
Disuarhcs'a THM BEST. can or is for
:atalowne.
HENRY MANNIEN, JR.
REMOVED TO THIRD AND
KENTUCKY.
Book Binding, Bank Work, Legal
and Library Work a specialty.
NEW STATE HOTEL
METROPOLIS, ILL.
D. A. Bailey, Prop.
Newest and best hotel in the city.
Rates $12.00. Two large sample
rooms. Bath rooms, Electric Lights.
The only centrally located Hotel in
the city,
COMMERCIAL PATRONAGE SO-
LICITED.
ST. LOUIS AND TENNESSEE
RIVER PACKET COMPANY
FOR TENNESSEE RIVER.
STEAMER CLT1E
Leaves Paducah For Tennessee River
Every Wednesday at 4 p. m.
A. W. WRIGHT, Master
EUGENE ROBINSON, Clerk
This company is not responsible
for invoice charges unless collected
by the dent. o• the boat.
LEE LINE STEAMERS
Plying between Memphis, Evans-
ville. Leuisville, Cincinnati, t.t.
Louis and Vicksburg. Leaves
Memphis every Tuesday for
Evansville. Louisville and Cin-
cinnati Leave Cincinnati every
Wednesday for St. Louis, Mem-
phis mut Vickie-Dune. Pees Padu-
cah going up every Thursday.
Pass Paducah going down every
Saturday.
0. F. PHILL.PS; Agent
Office Richmond House.
Telephone 66-R.
NEW 911TBSCRIBERS.
Llor of new subscribers added by
the East Tennessee Telephone Com-
pany today:
1768—Stark, S , Res., 7th and
Jefferson.
Al) TEL LIST 0.
3 1 5--Loving. H. H
ty Bldg.
870-r—Munsey
Broadway. ,
21)14 --Brown E. E
N. 6th.
We have in the crty
scribers or five times
. 315 Fraternl-
Ballowe, 525
Res., 653 1-2•
over 3,000 sub
as many as the
Independent company; outside the
city and within the county we have
62 times as many subscribers as the
Independent company. Yet it will
place a telephone in your residence
at the same rate the Independent corn
pany is supposed to charge, and pro-
vide in addition, long distance facili-
ties which will enable you to reach
fully fifty million people from your
home.
Call bee for runner informatl.ve
EVANSVILLE, PADUCAH AND
CAIRO LINE.
(Incorporated)
Evansville and Paducah Par krts.
(Daisy Except Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
Hopkins, leave Paducah for Evans-
ville and way landings at 11 a• m•
Special excursion rate now in ef-
fect from Fadueah to Evansville and
return, $4.00. Elegant music on the
boat. Tabl unsurpassed.
STEAMER DICK FOWLER
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and way
landings at 8 a. tri sharpe, daily, ex-
cept Sunday. Special excursion rates
now in effeet train PitritNiti to Cairo
and return, with or without meals
and room. - Good music and table un-
surpassed .
For further information apt* to
R. A. Fowler General Pass. Agent, or
Given Fowler, City Pans. Agent, St
IrOwler-Cturnbanglt * CO's. °Mc*.
BOth phone' Nu. 33..aterotatt
•
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SEASONABLE SHOWERS.
s • PRESCRIPTION
"It never rains but it pours."
Over the Phone Screams of Agony
are Heard by Patrons of Party Line
Centerville, la Feb. 26.—Rural Mrs. Stech carried her little girl to-a
telephone users all over Wayne bedroom and locked her in. She then
county today heard the screen's of
Mrs. George Stech while she strug-
gled desperately with a tramp who
attacked her in her home near the
county line.
Men in the homes of her nearest
neighbors who hastened to get out
teams and rush to her assistance,
were too late to save Mrs. Stech or
capture her assailant. Tonight pos-
ses with bloodhounds are searching
the countryside and there is a
chance that the tramp will be lynch-
ed if captured.
Phone Left Open' in Struggle.
Mrs. Stech says the tramp came to
her door early In the afternoon and
demanded admittance. She was
alone in the house with her three-
year old girl. and frightened she
closed the door in the tramp's face
and locked it. The man at once com-
menced to breal, down the door.
ran to her te'ephone and rang to call
for help, but before she could speak
the tramp had forced his way in and
seized her.
She dropped the receiver, leaving
the phone open, and the central op-
erator heard her first scream.
Screams for Help Carry Far.
For half an hour the woman strug-
gled desperately with her assailant
all over the little living room. Each
Clue she. found herself near the tele-
phone she screamed for help. In near-
ly every home on the system to
which her phone belonged her
screams were heard.
The first of her neigh4rs to ar-
rive found Mrs. Stech hound and un-
conscious. The tramp bad disappear-
ed. The men who started out to
bunt him down after hearing her
story were armed an said they
would shoot him on sight.
DEATHS OF A DAY
MISS JOHNSON TO WED ITALIAN.1
Itobert Hook.
Mr. Ibobert $. Hook, one of the
oldest and beat known men in Bal-
lard county, died Sunday of pneumo-
nia. Mr. Hook was a native of Chris-
tian county, but had been living in
this section since his early manhood.
He was a eonsistent member of the
Christian church for many yell"' He
was a member of the church at Hin-
kleville. MT. Hook is survived by two
daughters: Mrs. .I. M. Skinner, of
Hinkleville. and Miss Annie T. Hook.
His son was Mr. Ed Hook, formerly
of Paducah, but now an express mes-
senger between Cairo and New Or-
leans.
The funeral took place this after-
noon at 2 o'clock with services at
his residence and the burial in the
Hook graveyard, near Ilinkleville.
REV. DP- WRIGHT
Nlerts With Success in Series of ILen-
---tew Lectures.
Monday's Louisville Evening Pest
says:
"In a twenty-minutes' address
teeming with pointed phrase, logical
thought concisely expressed, and con-
vincing argument, the Rev. David C.
Wright, of Parincah, at the Lenten
Service today at noon at the board
of trade. Impressed upon a largo
gathering of men the fact that while
religion Is my-stet-ions; it is not any
more so than daily life. "Religion Lit-
tery But Perfectly Ra-
tional," was the theme on Witch he
spoke. He will have charge of the
Lenten tierviees tell this week. His
address today Made an excellent Im-
pression, and his addresses the re-
tnatnder of the week will doubtless
attract Man)* Men.
"His lis of 'eubjects is as follows:
"Mon bess Myste-
rious Tb4f Baty Life."
"To ke-a4Muet One Believe in
Wrecker te'Rea Christian!'
"Wednesday- -' Prayer— Perfectly
Rational and Scientific.'
Thursday-- 'What Does Religion
Demand of .111e?'
"Friday — 'The Ten Great
Words.!" "
It is tunny how sure every woman
Is that she has the Same qualities as
• the heroine in her favorite novel.
The charity which heaths ;tat home
is apt to he ottt when poor relations
call
Daughter of Cleveland's Mayor and
Former Actress Engaged.
Cleveland, Feb. 26.—Miss Eliza-
beth Flournoy Johnson, daughter of
Mayor and MTS. Tom L. John.son, is
engaged to marry Signor Frederico
'atareani, of Milan, Italy. The ate
of the marriage has not yet been set.
Miss Johrtkon, in addition to being
the daughter of the famous "Be-.
Mayor of the Best Governed City."
Is well known In theatrical circles,
having been on the stage with Annie
Russell and having written a French
and an ,English play. Signor Mar-
tani reported as the pos.srssor of
large estates in Italy, and a patent
of nobtlity.
The engagement comes after a
courtship extending over six year.
During the last six months the Italian
has been an almost constant guest
at the Johnson. home here. Within
'the last two months Signor Martaul
and his bride-to-be have been writing
a new Play. The . date of the mar-
ria tie has not -146 announced.
Mayor Johnson says that as far a,
he knows the young couple had tv
definite plans for the future.
FALL FROM CAR KILLS PASTOR.
Dr. Everett D. Burr, of Newton ten-
' ter, Mass., Crushed 11) Train.
NVestboro, Maas_ Feb. 26.—The
mutilateNnd dismembered body of
Rev. Dr, 'Everett. D. Burr, a Baptist
elergyman of Newton Center, was
found today, lying beside the railroad
tracks, near the gummier stre.4 bridge
The fame was bruesed, the sloal frac-
tured, both arms were broken and
both legs amputated. The clothing
weir torn to shreds.
Medical Examiner Charles S
Knight elated that death was due to
accident. He said that the victim had
undoubtedly fallen from a moving
train While priming from one car to
another.
Dr, Burr was one of the best-known
cnergymen of the laaptiet denomina-
tion In Malisachusetta, and was promi-
nent as a lecturer. ile was an alum-
nus( of Brown Usiversity and (be CreT
ler Theologica; Seminary of rem •IYI-
vaniai.
Two Acres $1,000.
,
011 c11441211 rind between 21itt *Ltd
22nd streets. Big bargain. Half
cash
Whittemore' Rea: Estate Agency,
Fraternity BuildIng, Both phones 136.
A Paducahan shoe wife is now in
New York, kmowing his appreciation
of the proper thing in dress, wrote
him about the new fashions for
spring as shown in that city.
Amoug the most noticeable styles
mentioned were the new helitrope
shadings In men's shirts, as shown
and featured by the best shops. A
Sun reporter was 'surprised to find
them on display this week in the win-
dows of Roy L. Cul:el' & Co.'s store,
and upon congratulating the firm on
their progressiveness w5 informed by
Mr. Culley that, by special arrange-
meats with Importers and manufact-
urers' "the new store" would, this
season, give its patrons the new
etyles just as fast as they were de-
veloped in the east. Showing some-
Thing different each week:
This is indeed very enterprising
and denotes the progreseive spirit of
the store as well as marks another
step forward In their rapid progress,
No Bailiff There.
Quoth the jury: "We must levy
On your earthly honeycomb"
Quoth Deacon Rockefeller;
"Heaven is my home,"
II
Quoth the jury: "Have you nothing—
No cabin, cot, or dome?"
The answer came—'twas just the
same:
"Heaven is my home'"
Quoth the jury: "We are weary,
And that's pretty far to roam!"
"I can't help that"---the deacon said:
"Heaven is Thy home!"
—Atlanta Constitution.
An tutomoble for $5410.
We have a 10-horse power Ford au-
tomobile that is complete in every re-
spect, with absolutely no repairs nec-
essary that is a bargain for someone
for $500 cash. Call or telephone in
for particillars. Foreman Bros.,
North Fourth street.
Subotc71be for The Sun.
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FOR THE BLOOD
A Mixture Which Anyone Can
Prepare at Home
Reliever. Blood Disorders by itestor-
Mg Proper Action of the kids
neys--Cures Rheumatism.
TAKE IT FOR 'A WEEK
All medical authorities are agreed
that the blood is the great source of
disease or of health in the human sys-
tem. If the blood is pure the indi-
vidual is strong and healthy, if, the
'blood is impure or diseased then there
Is sickness or decay in the whole
system.
Rheumatism is strictly a blood dis-
ease. It is caused by excessive uric
acid. Sores, pimples, etc., mean bad
blood. Catarrhal affections must be
treated through the blood to get per-
manent results. To get well, to feel
strong, hearty and vikorous one must
have good clean blood and lots of it.
You can't clean the blood thoroughly
unless the kidneys are made active.
Had blood means clogged, inactive
1R°61134"SSIVE Vs kidneys and liver which causes. too,
.11011000S8
such symptoms as backache, nervous-
ness. bladder and urinary diMeulties
and other sympathetic troubles.
Here is a simple home remedy and
the prescription for making it up is
as follows:
Fluid Extract Dandelion, one-half
outice Compound Kargon. one ounce,
Compound Syrup Sarsaparilla, three
ounces. Shake well in a bottle and
take in teaspoonful doses after each
meal and again at bedtime. The in-
gredients can be obtained at any good
prescription pharmacy at small cost.
Here the readers of this paper have
a simple, yet powerful and effective
remedy for all forms of blood, kidney
and bladder diseases which should
relieve rheumatism and catarrhal af-
fections and rep-ace that weak, worn-
out inctiSarent feeling with strength,
vigor and health.
This prescription is considered a
fine system renevator and being
made of vegetable extracts only Is
harmless and anyone can mix it at
home. Try this anyway before in-
vesting in the secret unknown con-
roof inns Of the fitttent medicine Man-
u fact u rers.
Madison Street Lots,
Between 13tb and 14th streets,
North Side. Shade trees; $400 each:
150 cash.
'Whittemore Rea: Estate Agency,
Fraternity Buildfng. Both phones 8315
Canada is 'as large as thirty
United Kingdoms. She has received
over half a million immigrants in ten
years. o
A Man's fusslress has reached the
limit when he quarrels with himself.
• The first copper cent was coined
In New Haven in 1687.
CUT FLOWERS.
Choice Carnations, per doz. .... Erns
,Roses, beet grade per doz. .. $1.001
Roman Hyacinths, white, per doz. &et
A choke lot of Azaleas in any
color, just beginning to bloom.
Free delivery to any part of the
city.
SCR/LAUB BROS.,
Both phones 193
1
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Restaurant Fines and Tips,
616063 CeleWetaWa•TesiesialerWeaBoattaratelie
In the March MeOlure'e there Is an
Interesting article entitled "The Diary
of an Amateur Waitress" by Maud
Younger, which treats one of our in-
dustrial problems from a worker's
point of view. The writer narrates
her experience in various New York
restaurants and describes the system
of fines in one of them as foelows:
"Are there many fines " I asked.
"Many!" she exclaimed, "You're
tined if you break anything; you're
lined if the Ice melts on the butter so
that the water runs on the table;
You're tined if the spoon ain't in thet
sugar-bowl. There's mighty few
girls that gets full wages here. The
Rem sometimes makes a dollar a
week off a girl."
I smiled and turned toward her.
"Well I suppose the tips will help
me out."
"Tips," she laughed. "It's a long
time you'll be here before you see the
sign of a tip. 'Why, in all New York,
It's half the girls and more that makes
nothing on the side."
"Can they live on their wages " I
asked.
She gave me a scrutinizing glance.
"What did you work at before?"
shu asked, eyeing me with a level
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I answered noncommittally.
"I thought not," she said, "or
you'd know that a girl can't live long
on four dollars a week, or even five,
without some other means of sup-
port."
An Heirloom.
"It's been in our family so long that
I can't part with it!"
SERIOrS CHARGE
Preferred Against Colored Man By
Linde of Girl.
Charged with criminally assaulting
Willie Henry, a 12-year-old colored
girl George Read, colored, 38 years
Old visited the girl's house a short
time after the alleged assault and
was attacked by the child's mother
with a knife and seriously cut. He
was later arrested and taken to jail
pending trial. A warrant was issued
at the instance of Jim Brown, an
uncle, and Patrolman Henry Singery
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l you si3en4 4ts ol time in Sect. so
theteplie shot& ha-tte a nir-eeled to
seee# Oft. at us pc4,ni,sh you one
of' those ciee'ightjue 6nox mathesisa.
they au just the thimy to 3te/st 44-etre oil.
Ate have ave4thing y-ou4, ieed )1,00fat.
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LET US MAKE YOUR SPRING SUIT
TO YOUR ORDER
Cheaper than you can buy same of Broadway stores' ready made
Exclusive patterns. Have- your suit to suit your individual
taste. Have your style and pattern to yourself. Why not,
when we propose to give you a.. suit to order cheaper
than Broadway prices on ready made suits.
FIT GUARANTEED.
THE MODEL
112 South Second Street.
arretted Read at 8 o'clock last night
at his bonne.
This morning at the city hall the
girl was medioal;y examined by Dore.
Horace T. Rivers and H. T. Hesmig
and every indication of criminal as-
sault found. This was reported to the
court and to Attorney J. C. Diuguld,
employed by Read. When the raise
was called, the 'last on the docket. At-
torney laitireuiri waived examination
for his client, who was promptly held
over.
Patrolman gingery stated this
morning that colored residents ad-
jacent to Read's home declare this
not the first time he has been sus-
pected of criminal assault on young
girls, and great feeling has existed
against him for some time.
FOR SALE,
Farm of 110 acres five miles from
city; 20 acres In timber, 2 acres in
young orchard, 0 acres of strawber-
ries that wil bear In May; never-fail-
ing spring through farm. Price $20
per acre. H. C. Hollins, Trueheart
Bldg. Telephone 127.
eiti* Special Announcement
HERBERT L WALLERSTEIN'S
Two Latest Publications
"Mister Star" and "When?"
Will he sung at the performance of the "Vanderbilt
Cup" tonight at The Kentucky by
Miss Alice Dovey and Mr.DavidAndiada
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alvdotertbe for The Run.
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